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SPORTS

College chief defends system
II Angry words
fly between
UK and Patton

Murray girls
down Vikings
on tennis court
Page 8A
NATIONAL

Man may face
execution in
DUI deaths
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
(AP) — A man who may face
execution for killing two college
students while driving under
the influence says he has
battled substance abuse problems for years, but only got
more drugs when he sought
help from the Department of
Veterans Affairs.
Thomas Richard Jones was
convicted of murder Friday in
the deaths of two Wake Forest
University students who -were
passengers in a vehicle that
was struck by Jones' truck on
Sept. 4. It was the first time in
the state, and perhaps in the
nation, that an impaired driver
involved in a fatal accident was
convicted of first-degree
murder.
Jones, 40, wept as he testified before the jury that will decide whether he gets a death
sentence or life imprisonment
without parole.
"It haunts me," Jones said.
"The thing that haunted me the
most was whether they were
saved or not. From the lady
reading the applications at
Wake Forest, I'm sure they
were. I know they're with
Jesus."
The prosecution's lone witness Monday was a university
official who read the admission
applications of the victims,
Maia Witzl, 19, of Arlington,
Texas, and Julie Hansen, 19,
of Rockville, Md.
Ms. Witzl, who had been a
volunteer drug counselor in her
hometown, wrote in her application that she wanted to be remembered as a person who
changed the wOritl positively.
The hearing resumes today.
Jones said he had been battling problems with prescription
drugs and alcohol abuse since
1980, when he drank about
four beers and had an accident
with a riding lawn mower that
caused doctors to amputate his
left leg below the knee.

WEATHER
Today...Mostly sunny. High
70 to 75. North wind 5 to 10
mph.
Tonight...Becoming partly
cloudy. Low in the mid 40s.
Light Southeast wind.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy.
High in the mid 70s.
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our postsecondary system in order to sell a reform plan."
Gov. Paul Patton has proposed
a broad plan to revamp the state's
entire system of education beyond high school. The plan spells
out roles or proposes specific niches for universities, community
colleges, technical schools, an array of governing boards and the
Council on Higher Education, a
policy body.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The chancellor of the University
of Kentucky's 14 community colleges today said his system has
But a single proposal — to
been "subjected to a lot of trashplace 13 of UK's community coling" in an uproar over higher
leges in a separate system with
education.
technical schools — has comThe system has a statewide
manded the lion's share of public
network of two-year campuses
attention and discussion.
and also offers courses at dozens
UK has emphatically opposed
of schools, libraries and other
it. Patton has been equally emsites. The system has worked
phatic. Their rhetorical wrangling
well in its 37 years, Ben W. Carr
was cranked up anew on Monday.
Jr. told the General Assembly's
A statement from the goverinterim Education Committee.
But, Carr added: "We've been
subjected to a lot of trashing ... of • See Page 2

Hearing brings out
financial details
of higher ed plan
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

is abundantly
clear that the state of
Kentucky does not control the University. of
Kentucky."
... It

Statement from
Gov. Patton's office
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Trevor Rakestraw and Koty Bynum play chase at the Murray.
Calloway County Park Monday.

• See Page 2

Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee Chairman
Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman,
immediately questioned whether
legislators would go along with
selling bonds and also wondered
about the larger question of
where the state should put its
money.
The financial bomb that Ramsey dropped did not come until
late in Monday's meeting of the
interim Education Committee, af-

• See Page 2

Increased logging
at LBL renews
fight among groups

Second annual
March for Parks
set Thursday
Murray Parks and Recreation
and the Murray State University
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation are
gearing up for the second annual
March for Parks to be held on
Thursday, May 8 from 10 a.m. 1:30 p.m.
The fundraising celebration,
to be held in the park on Arcadia
Street, will promote green space
in our community and raise
awareness of the importance of
the environmental education.
The funds raised from this
event will be used for renovation
and beautification efforts. This
open-to-the-public event will offer fun activities for the whole
family, including educational
exhibits, children's games, refreshments and more. Coordinators for this event invite schools,
civic groups, businesses and individual citizens to participate by
giving donations and attending
the event. Numerous community
leaders are joining forces to
bring you this exciting event.
This year the fourth and fifth
grades from North, East and
Southwest elementary schools
will be participating in the event.
Activities will begin at 10 am.
and end at 1:10 p.m. with the
beginning of the march. The
closing ceremony will begin at
1:30 p.m.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Paul Patton's plan for
higher education will apparently
put a strain on the state budget
and includes a provision to substitute bonds for $100 million
cash that had been set aside for
27 construction projects.
State Budget Director James
Ramsey said the plan may also
set up a situation where the state
could- spend more money than it
has in 1999, but he said that was
unlikely in practice.

•••••

GOLDEN POND, Ky.(AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
plans to cut up to 39 percent
more trees at Land Between the
Lakes this year than last, renewing debate about whether the
agency is prudently managing resources at the recreation area.
Foresters say the limited logging improves surviving trees.
Lumber company employees say
they need the work. But opponents argue the plan could deplete the forest and destroy ar5as
of natural beauty.
"It's a place that needs to be
left alone," said Gene Boaz, a
nature photographer from
Paducah.
Boaz said logging at LBL destroys canopies for birds and is
creeping closer to well-traveled
roads where visitors can see it.
LBL has acknowledged that
the areas designated for cutting
include forests around its popular
1850 Homeplace tourist attraction
and near bald eagle nesting
grounds. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, however, says the
logging will not threaten any federally listed species, including
eagles. LBL says it will maintain
"visual quality zones" around
trails and attractions to hide the
cutting.
TVA expects to cut the largest

"They say it helps
wildlife, but I don't know
of any animals that eat
stumps.''
Al Puckett, Kevil
Logging opponent

number of trees in five years at
LBL, though before 1992 the
agency had routinely harvested
more timber.
The TVA suspended logging at
LBL in the fall of 1992 and paid
about $900,000 to void timber
contracts in the face of a
threatened lawsuit from environmentalists, who charged the
agency had sidestepped an environmental assessment. The freeze
lasted until December 1994,
when a plan was adopted to cut
storm-damaged timber and trees
in areas cleared for wildlife
viewing.
Logging could be an important
revenue source for the financially
strapped LBL, which has been
forced to defer maintenance and

II See Page 2

Hazel targets
local mobile homes
•

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The city of Hazel will seek
legal advice on three mobile
homes that are in violation of
various city ordinances.
The Hazel city commission
voted Monday to retain the services of Murray attorney Ricky
Lamkin to review the ordinances
and seek possible court action
against the occupants of the
structures.
Mayor Dan Farris said only
one of the mobile homes is currently occupied and all three have
been given two violation notices.
The violations include improper placement on lots. According
to Farris, the city has taken all
the steps necessary short of legal
action.
Farris and commissioner Lane
Schmidt will set up a meeting
with Lamkin and report back to
the commission at the June

meeting.
In other business, the
commisson:
*Is preparing for the annual
citywide trash pickup days which
will be held the weekend of May
16 and 17.
The Ledger incorrectly reported the date of the event following last month's meeting.
According to the commission,
residents who live east of Highway 641 will have their trash collected on May 16. Residents west
of Highway 641 will have their
trash collected the next day.
*Will approach the Purchase
Area Housing Authority about a
project to build a house for a
needy family.

t

•

Last year, the city obtained
federal funds from the housing
authority to refurbish or rebuild
several homes in the city.
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FEEDING HER FRIENDS: Sandy Hicks refills the bird feeder in front of her house on Cherty Corm
Road Monday afternoon.
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Todd named facilities manager of RSEC
;'•
••)

Shelley Todd of Murray has been
hired as the facilities manager of the
Regional Special Events Center at
Murray State University. Her dunes
began Monday.
Todd comes to the university
from Paschall Truck Lines, where
she had served as communications/
employee relations coordinator. In
that capacity, she was responsible
for all employee relations activities
and promotions, as well as the
coordination and on-site management of corporate events.
As the facilities manager, her
responsibilities include representing the facility at university, community and regional meetings; serving as a principal contact for potential building users; handling all
marketing and promotional initiatives; working with building users
in event coordination; communicating user needs to building staff;
supervising staff and coaching in a
atmosphere;
customer-service
maintaining a knowledge of regional event possibilities and collaborating with local and regional
groups to recruit and host events.
Todd received her bachelor's degree from North Carolina University. She has extensive event planning experience, having served as
special events coordinator of the
Tampa Bay Forum. She also served
as assistant social director for the
Prestonwood Country Club in Cary,
N.C., where she was responsible for
planning and hosting special events

SHELLEY TODD
and conferences such as national
golf tour sponsored by NIKE and
the Jimmy Valvano celebrity auction and gala.

FROM PAGE 1
nor's office released to the interim committee accused UK of
almost single-handedly impeding
progress in all of higher
education.
"UK expends all its political
capital preserving the kingdom
and has none left to promote the
kingdom," the statement said, alluding to the community colleges.
"UK can stop its political fight
with the regionals, which is holding back progress on all fronts of
higher education by concentrating
on excellence at the research
level, an area where the regionals
know they can't compete.
"If UK continues to try to be
everything to all people and in all
areas of the state, it can do nothing but lose," the statement
said.
Patton says UK should instead
concentrate on becoming a leading national research university
that attracts bright, innovative
and entrepreneurial people to the
state.
Can today took exception to
statements Patton has made about
the community colleges being

A free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do not understand words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model of
the smallest Beltone aid of its kind
will be given absolutely free to
anyone who sends for this free
model now.
Send for this model, put it on and
wear -it in the privacy of your own
home. It will show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It is not a real
hearing aid and it's yours to keep
free. The actual aid weighs less than
an eighth of an ounce, and it's all at
ear level, in one unit_
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours now.
Again, we repeat, there is no cost,
and certainly no obligation. All
hearing problems are not alike and
some cannot be helped by a hearing
aid but many can. So. send for your
free model now. Thousands have
already been mailed, so be sure to
write today to Beltone Hearing Aid
Service, 918 Broadway, P.O. Box
2426, Paducah, KY 42002.
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Shell

CASH FOR HOMEOWNERS
CREDIT PROBLEMS UNDERSTOOD
$30,000 — $265 /mo
$50,000 — $442 /mo
$80,000 — $707 /mo

Debt Consolidation
Cash for Any Purpose
One-Hour Pre-Approval
Fixed Rates

CAPITAL SEEKERS, INC.

Rates tut:lied to change
APR 8 75% @240 rno(OAC)

tional $100 million into all universities, colleges and technical
schools by 20()O.
The committee on Monday began four days of hearings on Patton's proposal to overhaul higher
education leading up to a special
session of the General Assembly
that is scheduled to begin next
Monday.
While Patton complained that
the community college issue has
detracted from the overall isslie,
his statement will almost ertainly fan the flames again.
"The fact is that UK has not
been an effective advocate for the
community colleges or for higher
education in Kentucky in general,
or for itself," the statement said.
In another slap, the statement
implies that UK is simply out of
control in a reference to UK's objection to compromises that
would lend its name to community colleges, arguing it would
have no real control.

•Hearing...
FROM PAGE 1

•March for Parks...

-Standard & High Risk

Alkk Ross Insurance
Agency
Ashley J. Ross
4lie

Agent
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600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

FROM PAGE 1
March for Parks is America's
only national walk for parks and
open spaces. This is an opportgnity for celebration and recognition of the importance of green
spaces and parks in our community. Beyond the fundraising
effort, the primary purpose of
March for Parks is to remind
people of the importance of
parks and what it means to the

Investment Rates
TERMS

MINIMUM
-

FROM PAGE 1
The housing authority set strict
guidelines for recipients of the
funds.
Farris said the local Habitat for
Humanity group wants to help
build a new home as part of the
project.
But commissioners must now
wrestle with the fact that the Habitat group and the housing authority's guidelines conflict.
According to Habitat's guidelines, a recipient must be able to
make payments on the home and
also contribute what is called
"sweat equity."
The housing authority's guidelines target elderly residents,
many of whom cannot put "sweat
equity" into a home.
In fact since the project, Farris
said many of the residents who
were relocated were not able to
move back into their homes.
"Most of the owners that had
to move out have either been put
in (retirement) homes or have
passed away," Farris said.
The commission will ask the
housing authority to allow the
city to pick the recipient of the
Habitat project.
*Voted to purchase a computer
to help reorganize such records as
commission minutes, ordinances
and city budgets.
Schmidt presented two estimates for the computer. The first
estimate was from Gateway 2000
for about $1,800. Hawkins Research of Murray bid $1,948 on
the system.
The commission voted on the
Hawkins bid because it is a local
company.
*Voted to allow a juvenile offender from Henry County to do
community service work around
the city.
Farris said he received a call
from a Henry County juvenile officer who said he has a youth that
needs to perform 50 hours of
community service.
At the April meeting, the commission voted not to have inmates from the Calloway County
Detention Center do community
service work around the city.
"I feel this is different from the
(Calloway) offer," Farris said.
"That was Class-D felons who
are getting out of jail for the day.
This is a juvenile that has never
been incarcerated and won't go if
he completes this community
service."
The juvenile will have to be
supervised by city personnel and
Farris said he will treat it like a
job.
"If he shows up late or has a
poor attitude, that will be the end
of it, he's out," Farris said.
Schmidt said he felt it was a
good cause.
"I'll help out on that. I think
this is worth a shot if it could
straighten some kid out," Schmidt
said.
.Will be presented with a
yearly budget recommendation at

CALL 1-800-669-8957 TODAY! est

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

10

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

500

500

500

500

4.70% 5.60% 5.40% 5.45%

.

quality of our life.
Proceeds from the march will
go toward trees to complete the
Chestnut Park renovation and
replacement of playground
equipment in the Murray-Calloway County Park. Anyone wishing to donate to this cause should
make checks to "March for
Parks" and send to the MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation Department at P.O. Box
224, Murray, KY 42071.
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE
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•Hazel...
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FREE APPLICATION BY PHONE $10,000 — $ 88 /mo
1

underfunded. It is unfairly implied that UK is to blame, when
the General Assembly actually
decides community college funding a as a line item of the state
budget, Carr said.
"This is disinformation. It's a
disingenuous attempt to blast
UK," Carr said.
UK has mobilized its considerable political muscle to fight Patton. One of the primary arguments raised by supporters of the
connection is that community
colleges would lose luster of a
UK affiliation. And UK has
fended off compromises that
would lend its name, arguing it
would have no real control.
In addition, UK has offered a
financial picture on the cost of
becoming a research institution
that would require nearly $800
million, and $100 million more
each year from the state.
Patton's entire higher education plan would pump an addi-
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On Saturday at approximately 9:35 p.m., a Maurices employee was
making the night deposit at the university branch ofPeople's First Bank.
The suspect appeared as if he was using the ATM machine.
As the victim approached the deposit drop, the black male suspect
demanded the bag. After getting the bag, the robber fled on foot back
toward Murray State University campus. The robber made away with an
undetermined amount of money.
The suspect is described as a black male standing 5 feet 10 inches and
weighing 160-170 pounds. The suspect was wearing a medium length
brown leather jacket and a blue bandana that partially covered his face.
Some witnesses say that there was a small grey colored car parked in the
alley behind Dixieland Shopping Center that sped off and headed north
on Hwy. 641 without headlights approximately the same time of the
robbery.
Crimestoppers is asking for your help in solving this crime. If anyone
was in the area and observed this subject or this vehicle call
Crimestoppers at 753-9500 or the Murray Police Department at 7531621. You could be eligible for a cash reward up to $1,000 if your tip
leads to the arrest or grand jury indictment of those responsible.

"The question is, is that the
way you want to spend your moter most members had departed. ney," Bailey said.
But most of the cash would acIt was tucked away into docutually
go to help pay the cost of
ments Ramsey provided and
titled, "Recommended fund tax refunds due to corporations
and people growing from recent
substitution."
rulings.
court
The current budget includes
Ramsey's budget picture for
$100 million that was an earlier
surplus and spends cash on more the coming years also contains
than two dozen projects, from some optimistic expectations, injuvenile detention centers to com- cluding more than $220 million
munity college buildings to a growing from increased revenue
handful of state parks projects. and savings in state spending
Ramsey said the administration from Patton's Empower Kenproposes to sell $100 million in tucky plans to automate and
bonds to finance those projects streamline operations in
and use the cash, in part, to fi- Frankfort.
Cabinet Secretary Crit Luallen
nance the $38 million Patton
after the meeting that the
said
wants to earmark for higher education in the coming fiscal year. money from the Empower prog"I remember some resistance ram is also based on the assumpto that as we went through the tion that an additional $75 million to $78 million in bonds are
last session," Bailey said.
sold
to finance it.
Bailey, who will be presiding
C')
Ramsey said the bond debt serover his first set of budget com- vice, and the money from savings
0
mittee meetings during the com- were rolled into the projections
C1) ing special session, also noted the
he presented to the committee.
state has needs in human serBut Luallen said if the addi0 vices, juvenile justice, elementary
tional bonds are not sold, the savings will be smaller, which could
CI) education and said some legislators want to cut taxes.
further threaten the budget.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Name

est

$23 million facility will feature
205,000 square feet, complete with
telescopic seating. It will be used for
Racer basketball games,as well as a
variety of other large gatherings
including concerts,conventions and
trade shows.
Located behind Roy Stewart Stadium,the building will offer basketball seating for 8,266 with 2,184
chairback seats and concert seating
for 8,408.
More than 560,000 people within a60-mile radius will be served by
the facility. Athletic enthusiasts will
be pleased to note that the facility
will continue the Racer tradition of
showcasing a vibrant team of players during basketball season.
Recreational opportunities such
as indoor track and tennis will also
be provided thanks to a rubberized
floor surface. The facility also offers nine basketball courts four
volleyball courts.

•UK,Patton...

CAN YOU HEAR
BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND
WORDS?

State

She is the former owner and
director of the Sensational School of
Modeling in Morehead City, N.C.,
where she organized more than 100
runway shows,as well as coordinating daily schedules for clients and
models.
Todd is also involved in the
community, most recently serving
as co-director of the Amercian
Cancer Society Relay for Life. She
is also a member of the editorial
board of the "Murray Life" magazine. Her husband, Tim, is an
assistant professor in organizational
communication at Murray State.
"Shelley's energy and enthusiasm
make her a natural for this position,"
said Jim Carter, director of university relations. "She worked extensively for the recent Relay for Life
campaign that was incredibly successful. We are looking forward to
having her join us."
Slated to open in late 1997, the

Vinyl Siding
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$4,625
$4,825
$5,425
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LARGE 2‘1. CAR (24.30)
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$4725
$5125
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the June meeting.
Farris and commissioner Rita
Emery will meet and prepare the
city's budget. They will present it
at the next meeting of the
commission.
.Was addressed by Hazel Postmaster Don Crawford about some
problems with Galaxy Cablevision, of Wickliffe.
Crawford said he has had
numerous problems with the
company pertaining to the mailing of its monthly program
guides.
"Everytime I try to call about a
problem, I seem to have to talk to
someone different," he said.
Hazel's franchise with the
company expires in December
and the city is currently reviewing the contract for renewal.
"I'm not trying to create any
controversy, but I think this
should be part of the city's deliberations and the company should
know this," Crawford said.
Crawford said part of the problem lies in the fact that Galaxy
subcontracts with another company to mail out the guides.
Farris told Crawford that he
should call the company and tell
them he has approached the city
about the problem and that the
city told him to deal directly with
Galaxy.
"It sounds like a postal problem. You can tell them that according to the city of Hazel, you
should only have to talk only to
Galaxy. Nowhere in our contract
does it say anything about a third
party," he said.
Crawford said he called the
company recently and was told
that he would be contacted. He
has not heard from them since, he
said.
"I don't want to be delivering
the monthly guides on the 15th of
every month," he said.
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•LBL...
FROM PAGE 1
cut staff in recent years, TVA officials said. Congressional appropriations for the area have been
shrinking, and TVA has been
searching for ways to get LBL to
pay a bigger share of its costs.
But Murray State University
adjunct professor Paul Yambert
said LBL managers have become
"logging junkies" and rely on
the revenue to augment a strained
annual budget. Yambert, a TVA
Critic, opposes timber sales because they go against earlier
pledges to evicted landwners
that there would be no commercial activity at LBL.
"They sell resources that belong to the people and then call
themselves self-sufficient,—
Yambert said.
The TVA said April 16 that it
will cut about 38,000 trees —
mostly hardwood — from about
2,800 acres of the 178,000 acres
of forest sandwiched between the
Cumberland and Tennessee
rivers.
Although commercial logging
is routinely permitted on federal
land, it remains controversial and
provokes sharply different
reactions.
"I like to hunt in an area
where timber has been cut," said
Joe Geurin of Murray. "Animals
love the young tender stuff that
grows. It provides a lot more
food."
But opponents question why
there needs to be any commercial
logging in LBL, which is only 10
percent cleared.
"I'm against the logging,"
said Al Puckeu of Kevil, who
likes the rustic scenery at LBL.
"Those are the public's trees and
all (logging) benefits is the lumber industry. They say it helps
wildlife, but I don't know of any
animals that eat stumps."
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DEATHS
Mrs. Betty D. Purcell

Mrs. Shannon Marie Hill
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Mrs. Shannon Marie Hill, 24,
Wiswell Road, Murray, died Sunday. May 4, 1997, at 10:30 p.m.
at St. Louis University Hospital,
St. Louis, Mo. Her death followed an illness.
She was a member of Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, and
was a 1991 graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Survivors include her husband,
Randall Hill, to whom she was
married on June 4, 1993; one
daughter, Chelsea Hill, Murray;
her mother, Mrs. Pamela Nance
and husband, Don, Murray; her
father, Willard Shields and wife,
Joni, Savannah, Ga.; her grandparents, Ed and Juanita Shields,
Tucson, Ariz., John Evans, Mattoon, III., and Mrs. Maxine
Nance, Murray; her greatgrandmother, Mrs. Pauline Evans,
Mattoon, Ill.; one brother, Jamie
Shields and wife, Laura, Hickory;
half brother, Zachery Shields,
Fancy Farm; her mother-in-law,
Mrs. Ruth Nelson and husband,
Don, Murray; her father-in-law,
Barry Hill and wife, Kathy,
Almo; two nephews, Jeromy and
Wesley Shields; several aunts and
uncles.

Mrs. Beuy D. Purcell, Murray, died Sunday morning, May 4, 1997,
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She had been ill since 1972. She was a former employee of Murray
State University.
Survivors include two sons, Del Purcell and wife, Susan, Louisville,
and Mel Purcell, Murray; one grandson, Alex Purcell, Louisville; one
brother, Doc Fanning, Joplin, Mo.
Graveside services will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Pleasant Hill
Cemetery, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements,
but no visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in Mrs. Purcell's memory to
First Christian Church, Murray.

James Halton Ward
SHANNON MARIE HILL
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jim Simmons will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation.

Mrs. Mildred Green
Services for Mrs. Mildred Green will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Elder Phil Boyd will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Green, 75, State Line Road East, Hazel, died Monday, May 5,
1997, at 7 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Wade E. Green, died Jan. 4, 1988. She was the
daughter of the late Nelson Kenson Robbins and Isabella Melton
Robbins.
Survivors include two daughters, Dr. Carol J. Nigro and husband,
Chuck, Olethe, Kan., and Ms. Kathy Green, Littlestown, Pa.; three
sons, Joseph E. Green and wife, Martha, Hazel, Michael W. Green
and wife, Lucy, St. Louis, Mo., and Jerry W. Green and wife, Traci,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Ina Mae Wynn, Springville, Tenn.; one
brother, Earl Robbins, Jackson, Tenn.; nine grandchildren, Shelley
Wilson, Debbie Maloney, Joanne Green, Janie Green, Jennifer Green,
Danny Green, Jason Green, Stacey Mason and Raegan Green; five
great-grandchildren, Ethan Mason, Spencer Mason, Matthew Wilson,
Jessica Wilson, Luke Wilson and Taylor Ggreen; several nieces and
nephews.

Services for James Halton Ward were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Terry Ellis and Eric Kelleher officiated. Music was by Ronald Churchill Jr. and Mrs. Annie Nance,
singers, with Mrs. Allene Knight as pianist.
Active pallbearers were Sam Ward, Joe Ward, Glen Grogan,
Tommy Alexander, Roy Jewell, Homer Fennell, Bob Farris and Harold Houston. Honorary pallbearers were members of Baraca Sunday
School Class of First Baptist Church, along with Roy Starks, Graham
Feltner, James Washer, Marvin Harris, Rupert Emerson and Reubin
Chrisman. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens Organization, 607 Poplar St., Murray.
Mr. Ward, 80, Sharpe Street, Murray, died Sunday, May 4, 1997, at
7:05 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Roberta Mae Dyer Ward; one
daughter, Mrs. Betty Jo Sanders and husband, Ron, Lumberton, N.C.,
now serving as volunteer missionaries in Swaziland, Africa; one son,
Robert James (Bob) Ward and wife, Candace, Martin, Tenn.; two
brothers, R.L. Ward and wife, Venela, and Joe Pat Ward and wife,
Euple, all of Murray; five grandchildren, Sam Ward, Clara Ward, Judson Sanders, Charles Sanders and Shelly Sanders.

Pictured from left, Martha Andrus, Roseanne Rake and Paul Mae accept a
donadon of $2,500 from Mattel of Murray which represents Corporate
Sponsorship. Sharon Wilson representing Mattel Corp. presents a check for
$1,500 and Dian Boyd and Sandy Rudolph present 61,000 from the Mattel
Employee Fund.
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Martha Andrus is pictured with the management of Kea*.Foods during
their car wash lo raise money for the Relay for Life. These managers washed
employees cars and all donations were given to the Relay. Kenlake Foods'
and employees contributed over $6,000. To date, $56,000 has been raised.

YMCA DAY CAMP

Whooping cough at peak
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pertussis, or whooping cough, a lifethreatening disease affecting
mainly children under 5, is currently in a peak phase, according
to the national Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Statistics show reported cases
of pertussis so far this year reflect an 83 percent increase over
the same period last year.
Now children's health advocates are urging-parents to ensure
that their children are fully immunized against this highly con-

tagious and infectious disease.
Medical authorities say children should be immunized at 2, 4
and 6 months of age, then at 15
and 18 months, with a fifth dose
between 4 and 6 years of age.
A new acellular pertussis vaccine has now been licensed for
use in infants as well as older
children. It causes fewer local
reactions than the whole-cell
DTP vaccine previously used, according to Ronald J. Saldarini,
president of Wyeth-Lederle Vaccines and Pediatrics.
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Mrs. Patsy R. Stenberg
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Final rites for Mrs. Patsy Raspberry Stenberg were Monday at 2:30
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. The Rev. James Garland and Dr. Melvin
B. Henley officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was in charge of the music.
Pallbearers were Randy Lassiter, David Lassiter, Gary, Tony, Jeff,
Bud and Terry Raspberry. Burial was in Hazel Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Stenberg, Chicago, Ill., formerly of Calloway County, died
Friday, May 2, 1997, at 2 p.m. at Resurrection Hospital, Chicago.
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• Three 4-Line Phones
• One Touch Speed Dial
• Deluxe Speakerphone & Intercom
• Paging System
• Conference Call

s29900 Installed
BERNARD KANE/Ledger /1 Times photo
ROTARY HONOREES: Murray Rotary Club named its Paul Harris Fellows at its meeting Thursday in the
Curris Center, recognizing those members who substantially contributed to its scholarship fund. New inductees are: Dick and Jan Weaver, Phil and Betty Boston, Christine Pogue and Bill Kopperud. Awardees not
pictured are Bob Cornelison, Bill Phillips, Jeanne Fleming and Chuck Ward.
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FROM OUR READERS

Teacher day celebrated
Dear Editor
The 13th annual National Teacher Day, a day to recognize and
celebrate the contributions of America's teachers--past, present and
future--will take place today. The occasion will be observed in schools
and communities from coast to coast, with a variety of special events-from receptions, commendations, and proclamations presented by
parent-teacher associations, school boards, and city mayors, to fond
recollections and thank yous from current former students.
"National Teacher Day is a perfect opportunity to do what should be
done each and every day—applaud the efforts of America's teachers, a
dedicated group of professionals who are committed to helping our
children hitch their wagons to the stars,” said Janet Carrico, president of
Kentucky Education Association, a sponsor of National Teacher Day.
The importance of teachers and the roles they play in our lives is
reflected in this year's theme,Carrico noted. That theme is "One teacher
can shape a child; one child can shape the world."
As this year's celebrations take place, National Teacher Day gives
everyone an opportunity to reminisce about a special teacher who has
shaped his/her life and lives on in memories.
The first National Teacher Day was held in 1953 following the efforts
of a dedicated teacher that began ten years earlier. In 1943, Mrs. Mattye
Whyte Woodridge, a teacher in Arkansas, approached governors, education leaders, and First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt about a day to
reward all teachers. The correspondence between Mrs. Roosevelt and
Mrs. Woodridge went for ten yeas, and in 1953, Mrs. Roosevelt was
iuccessful in having the 81st Congress proclaim a National Teacher Day.
Twenty-seven years later, in 1980, Congress again proclaimed a
National Teacher Day for that year only. In 1985,NEA and the National
PTA established Teacher Appreciation Week, which is celebrated the
first full week in May; National Teacher Day is observed on the Tuesday
of the week.
Janet Carrico, President
Frankfort, KY 40601
Avenue,
401 Capitol

Hoping Thoreau was right
If you had asked my mother the
history of her life with my father,
she would recite the places they
lived over the years. The litany
began with the Roger Smith Hotel in
White Plains, New York, where
Daddy spent the debonair days of
his bachelorhood and the first few
months of their marriage. Then
there was a series of small houses in
Westchester,all rented for sums that
sound like a pittance now, but were
nothing to sneeze at during the
Great Depression.
When the newspaper my father
worked for folded, the family economized by moving to a summer
cottage on Long Island. That place
was tagged only as "the quarry"in
mother's housing report, apparently
referring to a nearby landmark. To
mother's relief, they soon found
something better, a duplex with
central heat. "Half a house," she
always described it, as if something
important were missing.
Though my father's career skyrocketed during World War II, he
adamantly resisted home ownership. Such domestic entrapment
was an effront to a man who could
not come up with the correct birth
dates of his five children even with
an IRS agent staring him down.
Paying a mortgage and buying a

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger St Times columnist
lawn mower were acts that just did
not conform to my father's image of
himself.
Mother fmally put her foot down
when my older sister, Jeanne, was a
baby. The house on Grove Avenue
was nice, but too small, a situation
my father rarely noticed because he
was seldom home. When she heard
a bigger place was for sale over on
George Street,she took a taxi across
town to check the place out. Before
the day was over, she wrote a $100
check out of her monthly allotment
from my father--a stash she always
called her "house money"--and put a
downpayment on the place.
By the time I came along, we had
outgrown that house and my father
had his own secretary who answered his phone and picked out our
Christmas presents. That's when
mother went on a rampage for
something bigger, beuer. They
bought what she cristened "the big

house," a rambling old Victorian in
Metuchen.
The move to Oak Avenue was the
line of demarcation between the
lean years and the fat, and for the
rest of her life, Mother measured
time in terms of the big house. When
she looked back on them, those
years were golden, drenched in
familial harmony and domestic
bliss. Perhaps she was blinded by
pride.
Which brings me to my own
lovely house, which now sports a
"For Sale" sign on the front lawn.
Every time I see it, I know mother
would disapprove. I could blame it
on Mr. Morgan,the English teacher
I had junior year who made us read
Thoreau's "Walden." We had to
write essays on quotes from the
book. "Sell your clothes and keep
your thoughts" was one. Another
declared that, "The setting sun is
reflected from the windows of the

almshouse as brightly as from the
rich man's abode; the snow melts
before its door as early in the
spring."
When balanced against my husband's and my desire to concentrate
more on our creative lives and less
on the daily grind and increasing
expense of maintaining a large
home,the simpler life won out. We
want something smaller, cheaper,
with fewer "keeping up with the
Joneses" amenities. This is our
shared dream, yet I find myself rereading passages of "Walden" to
reassure myself we are doing the
right thing.
One I keep going back to is this:
"...ifone advances confidently in the
direction of his dreams,and endeavors to live the life which he has
imagined, he will meet with a
success unexpected in common
hours. He will put some things
behind, will pass an invisible
boundary..in proportion as he simplifies his life, the laws of the
universe will appear less complex,
and solitude will not be solitude,nor
poverty poverty, nor weakness
weakness. If you have built castles
in the air, your work need not be
lost; that is where they should be.
Now put foundations under them."
I hope Thoreau is right.
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DON'T SEE

ANYTHING!!

Carter thanks nurse
Dear Editor
I have lived in Murray, Kentucky for several years and my son and
grandson have businesses here. My wife has Alzheimer's dise_acr and I
have helpers who help me take care of her at home. Every day I pray to
God that He will send his guardian angel to take care of Mom.
While working with my son and grandson, I suffered a fall from a
ladder that produced a cracked pelvis and a broken heel. I was taken to
the hospital and was there for 16 days. During this time 1 had to have
other medical procedures done that caused infection and I was very sick.
The sickest that I have ever been in my life was one of these days. One
day I was so weak that I did not think I was going to live. I couldn't see,
and I thought things were coming to an end.
Then a nurse came in the room and asked, "Mr. Carter what is the
matter?" I told her that I didn't think I was going to make it. She promptly
told me that I was going to make it and that she was going to pray for me
and she did. From that point on, I got better. I am home now and I am
recovering very well from my accident. I don't remember that nurse's
name,but I was wanting to thank her for being my angel that day. lam so
grateful for all the nurses and their services that they gave me while I was
in the hospital.
The point of this letter is to let that nurse know how much I appreciated
her coming to my aid that day with prayer. I hope that this kind of prayer
will never become unconstitutional for a nurse to do. Thank you again,
you very dear person, for your special help when I was at a point of
giving up. May God bless and keep you.
Bro. Ercel Carter
1707 Ryan Ave., Murray, KY 42071

Lohr voices concerns
Dear Editor
In the 17 years I have lived here and been a volunteer, I have found this
community to be wonderful, caring and accomplished. Just a few of the
reasons are exemplified through such recent events as: The Relay for
Life,The Eyes in the Dark project, United Way and Project Graduations.
Because of my commitment to this area,there are two issues about which
I am greatly concerned.
First of all, our community park should remain a park—not one inch
should be given up for development. Our children and future generations
deserve the legacy of a community park. A recent proposal includes
taking valuable, natural park land to build a YMCA.This is unnecessary
because there are plenty of standing empty buildings to be utilized for
this purpose (i.e. Wal-Mart and K-Mart). These building spaces already
include sufficient parking and floor space. Empty, these properties are
certainly not very attractive.
Secondly, it is also of great concern to me to see the kind of type of
development taking place throughout this community. While we have
seen a plethora of expensive homes being built surrounding Murray,
there are few areas being developed with affordable homes including
safe pathways for children/families to roller blade, bicycle or walk. We
need to have some vision and balance for people and our environment.
This is a wonderful caring community. Let us remain focused on
keeping a beautiful, healthy,and affordable place to live--notjust a place
to house our bodies, but a community that serves our spirits as well.
Laura Lohr
Ridgewood Road, Murray, KY 42071
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U.S. REP. Ed Whi(field
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554..(Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Wake up, Hollywood!
By Donald Kaul
Within the past 10 days I have
seen two people stabbed repeatedly
with fountain pens, then kicked to
death. I have watched others get
shot through the head, the stomach
and several extremities. I have seen
still warm bodies dismembered and
disposed of in vacant lots, like
garbage.
I go to the movies a lot.
Not that I'm one of those people
who is overly sensitive to screen
violence, mind you. As a matter of
fact, I worry that I'm not sensitive
enough. I remember being surprised
when a friend complained about the
extreme violence in "Fargo," a film I
had recommended.
"What extreme violence?" I said.
"Well, like when they fed the
body into the wood chipper, for
instance."
"Oh yeah, the wood chipper," I
said. "I forgot." Actually, I simply
hadn't considered it all that violent.
So don't take me for a Nervous
Nellie. I grew up on Jimmy Cagney
films and I was the first one on my
block to do a credible imitation of
Edward G. Robinson. I'm a tough
guy. But it seems to me that things
are getting out of hand.
For example, I recently saw the
Al Pacino-Johnny Depp film,"Donnie Brasco." It's about a small-time
Mafia hit man and his friendship
with an undercover cop. It got pretty
good reviews, although none of the
reviewers seemed to notice that the
film's idea of dramatic conflict
didn't get much beyond shooting
people with machine guns, then

Commentary
cutting them up for convenient
disposal.
Then I rented "Casino," a MafiaLas Vegas number starring Robert
DeNiro, Sharon Stone and Joe
Pesci. That's the one where Pesci
takes his pen out and uses a guy in a
bar for a punchboard, before kicking him into a bleeding mess.
Another time he puts a guy's head in
a vice and tightens it until the fellow
reveals his secrets. The film was
directed by Martin Scorsese, one of
our finest filmmakers.
I also rented "Bound," a lesbian
love story set against a Mafia background and featuring a scene in
which a fellow is persuaded to talk
by having his fingers cut off with a
tree pruner, this in addition to the
four or five or six murders(who can
keep track?) that are carried out in
living color before your very eyes.
(The tree pruner scene echoes one in

"Casino" where DeNiro, the manager of a casino, threatens to cut off
a card cheat's hand with a power
saw, but relents and merely destroys
it with a ball peen hammer instead.)
These are entertainment films,
remember. The creative talents of
Hollywood apparently have decided that torture, mutilation and
sadistic foreplay is the stuff American dreams are made of these days.
I don't think so. None of those
films, all expertly made, was a box
office smash. They don't connect.
You watch a thug beat someone to
jelly, then you're supposed to care
whether he's got a happy home life?
The problem is epitomized in the
new film,"Grosse Pointe Blank," a
generally funny farce about a professional hit man(what else?)going
back to his 10-year high school
reunion. It features wonderfully

Just drop us a line •••
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of iopics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be styled by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not he
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1440, Murray, KY 42071.

witty dialogue,a cute love story and
marvelous send-ups of psychiatry,
upper middle class complacency
and the CIA mentality. It derives
much of its humor from the
another-day-at-the-office attitude it
takes toward the profession of hired
killer.
But ultimately, it can't sustain the
levity in the context of repeated
killings. It begins by making fun of
violent films, but it ends up being
one.(Yes,it's another one where the
hero kills a fellow with a pen. The
only sop to the tender sensibilities of
the audience is that when they
dispose of the body by shoving it
into a furnace, they don't cut it up
first.)
The film dies when the blood
becomes real. It ends in a shootout
that is supposed to be hilarious but is
merely tedious.
Here's what I think: I think the big
reason there's been a run on Jane
Austen films lately is that nowhere
in any Austen book does anyone get
killed with a pen. Not ever. You
could look it up.
Hollywood might want to consider this thought Violence, taken
to extremes,is not merely repulsive,
it is boring.
(A columnist with the Des
Moines Register for more than 25
years, Don Kaul has covered the
Washington scene since 1972. He
has published two books of his
columns and was anthologized in
"Pardon Us, Mr. President," a
collection of political satire. He
lives in Kensington, Md., a
Viachington suburb.)
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Calloway County High School seniors Chrissy Stubblefield, Todd Monahan, Tricia Greer and Missy Stubblefield talk to fifth grade students at
Southwest Elementary about making the right choices concerning
drugs and alcohol.

•
Student members of the Calloway County Middle School Just Say No
Club make posters to encourage students to stay away from drugs. The
Club has sponsored several activities throughout the school year.

Students at Murray High School can now make use of a variety of materials, Including a computer and software, in the recently established
Career Center in the library.

Terry Deism from the Purchase District Health Department recently
spoke to Ms. Allbritton's Academic Plus seventh grade class. The presentation was on health and hygiene.

Murray Middle School students Lora Hopkins, Frank Virant, Nick Warner
and Drew Myatt present an advertisment they created for a consumer
education class.

North Elementary fifth graders Justin Barnett and Tyler Boggess were
Invited back to their former fourth grade class to assist with a science
lesson on electricity.
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Miranda Rogers (left) and Beth Ann Silnker use presentation software
to market their creation, a housecleaning robot.

k,0
Murray Elementary principal Eleanor Mills shares a book of poems with
P1 and P2 students in Michelle Wheeler's class.

As a culminating event to their unit on money, East Calloway Elementary students are given the opportunity to play "store."

Calloway County High School junior Beth Perry presents her artwork
depicting the Great Depression.

Stephon Bass, an exhange student from Germany, shares his culture
with Lashlee Foster's multicultural class at Murray Elementary.

Bryce Barker, a visiting professor from Australia to Murray State University, discusses his native country to students in Brenda-fagieston's
class at the Calloway County Preschool Center.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students In each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL

Cal Slsto of WPSD-TV in Paducah reads the card Casey Wyatt designed
for him. Students in Linda Hendrick's and Shirley Wall's classes at East
Elementary are Cal's Pals for the month of February.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
April 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Teeters baby boy, mother, Christy
Eichorn, Eddyville;
Pemwell baby boy, parents, Cynthia
and Steven, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Bemice K. l3azzell, Kirksey:
Rufus Boyd Dunlap Jr., Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Mrs Sondra Carol Paschall, Pu-

ryear, Tenn.; Manuel Carman, Mayfield; Mrs. Faye L. Stockdale, New
Concord;
Walls twin baby girls, Mrs. Kathryn
Yvonne Vogt and twin baby girls, and
Mrs. Meivia L. York, all of Benton;
Mrs. Clara Hutchens, Mrs. Grade I.
Herndon, Mrs. Sue Britt, Miss Sherry
Yvonne Wolf,
Harold V. Hill, Norman S. Lee, Mrs.
Henrietta Bibb, Lewis E. Garland, William C. Buhler,
Miss Krissi A. Verwey, Mrs. Gina S.
Winchester and baby boy, and James
Dewayne Harper, all of Murray.
•

•

•

Carriers will collect food
The National Association of Letter Carriers, in conjunction with
the United States Postal Service and Campbell's Soups Company,
will be collecting non-perishable food items on Saturday, May 10, to
help families in need within the community. On this date postal customers are asked to place their food donations near their mailbox
and their letter carrier will pick it up and it will be delivered to
Murray-Calloway County Need Line. Persons are asked to please
NOT include any glass or perishable items.

•

Fishing event planned
The Youth Group of Blood
River Baptist Church will sponsor an open fishing tournament
on Saturday, May 10.
The entry fee is $15 and it can
be mailed to BRBC Fishing Tournament, P.O. Box 350, New Concord, KY 42076.
At least $150 in cash prizes
willb e awarded and runner-up
prizes will include items donated
by local merchants. Prizes include a tackle box, 140 piece tool
sets, computer software, gift certificates, 20-foot tow straps and
more.
Cash prizes will be awarded

for the largest crappie, the largest
bass, and the most pounds of live
fish weighed in. Runner-up prizes
will be awarded in these same
categories.
Weigh-in will be at the parking
lot of Wal-Mart Super Center in
Murray from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday. Prizes will be awarded at
the close of weigh-in.
The BRBC Youth Group plans
to use the money generated by
the tournament for scholarships
to attend Cross Point and Centrifuge Summer Camps.
For more information call
Mark Dillon at 436-5941.

We are pleased to
announce that Ginny
Graves, bride-elect of
Jason McClure, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Ginny and Jason
will be married May
17, 1997.

We are pleased to
announce thatJennifer
Moore, bride-elect of
Bobby Peery, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Jennifer and Bobby
will be married May
17, 1997.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

MONEYSALE!

Chapter and Council will meet
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters will meet Thursday, May 8, at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall. High Priest Roy Harmon will present his
proposals. Immediately following this vitally important chapter
meeting, First Arch Deputy Enoch Kaiser of the Grand Council of
Kentucky will evaluate the year's performance of Council #50. Harmon encourages all chapter and council conclaves to attend the
meeting.

Murray program on Thursday
Heather Elizabeth Cheek,
fiancee of James Walter Bryan III

Cheek-Bryan wedding
scheduled on May 31
Mr. and Mrs. William S. cheek Jr. of Jacksonville, Fla., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Heather
Elizabeth Cheek, to James Walter Bryan III of San Antonio, Texas,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Walter Bryan Jr. of Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Murray.
Miss Cheek is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. David
Brisby of Queens, N.Y., and of the late Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Cheek Sr. of Columbia, Tenn.
Mr. Bryan III is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Pete Hill of
Hazel, and of the late Mr. and Mrs. James Walter Bryan Sr. of Russellville and Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1991 graduate of Ballard High School, Louisville,
received her Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in psychology and
a minor in communications from Union University, Jackson, Tenn., in
1996. She is a member of Zeta Tau Alpha fraternity.
The groom-elect, a 1988 graduate of Sikeston High School, Sikeston, Mo., received his Bachelor of Science degree with a major in
communications and a minor in management/marketing from Union
University, Jackson, Tenn., in 1992.
Mr. Bryan III served as president and other offices of Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity, as president of the Inter Fraternity Council, was a
member of Rutledge Honorary History Society, and was on the National Dean's List while in college. He is now Mexlical-Sales Manager
for Dianon Systems.
The wedding will be Saturday; May 31, 1997, at 11:30 a.m. at
Tournament Player's Club Lawn at Sawgrass, Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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Murray Elementary students will perform "Of Mice and Music," a
musical biography of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, on Thursday, May
8, at 9 a.m. and 12:45 p.m. Kim Black is director of the musical.
The entire school is involved with dozens of speakinga nd solo singing parts. All parents and interested persons are invited to see this
performance.

SCV Chapter plans meeting
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp #1460 Sons of Confederate Veterans
will meet Thursday, May 8, at 7:30 p.m. Water Valley United
Methodist Church Fellowship Hall. For more information or for
those interested in joining the SCV, call William E. Wilson,
1-502-355-2880 or Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Prayer Coffee Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, May 8, from 9:30 to 11 a.m. at the home of Lavonia Rowland, 2325. Bethel Rd., Almo. The group will meet at 9:10 a.m. at
University Church of Christ parking lot on U.S. Hwy. 641 North to
carpool to the Rowland home. All interested persons are invited to
attend.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, May 8, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. For more information call Lois Ruiz,
436-2453.

Doll Club will meet Wednesday
Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, May 7, at 11
a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. Grace James of Murray will
present a program on "Small Composition Dolls Under 12 Inches."
All members and interested persons are invited to attend.
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VFW meeting on Thursday
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VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All members and interested persons are encouraged to attend.

Oaks' stag night on Thursday
Oaks Country Club will have Men's Stag Night on Thursday, May
8, at 5:30 p.m. Charlie Hargrove, Nick Ryan, Terry Butler and David Ryan will be in charge for the evening. For reservations call the
pro shop at 753-6454.

Zetas hear Puckett

Faxon Fire District will meet
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Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

111

Lodge 592 to meet Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 592 will meet Thursday, May
8, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. All members are urged to
attend.

With your first
Cash-adrance
from The
MoneyPlace

Bereavement Support Group to meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, May 8, at 9:30
a.m. in Suite 283-W of Medical Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert R.N. at
762-1485.
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...at the big. bold. bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.

Pesticide training planned

9-5 Monday-Thursday. 9-6 Friday, 9-12 Saturday

For people who need to receive or renew their pesticide cards in
order to purchase chemicals for their crops, garden, or lawn care, the
Calloway County Extension Office will have two pesticide applicator trainings. These will be on Tuesdays, May 6 and 13, at 7 p.m. at
the Weaks Community Center auditorium, Poplar and South Seventh
Streets.
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SS representative here Thursday

Military records for
WWII veterans sought
Attention World War II Veterans And Their Families:
The Calloway County Genealogical Societies of the Jackson Purchase
are cooperating in an effort to obtain and preserve the military records of
the men and women who served in any branch of the military during the
World War II era. If you are interested in preserving the records of a
World Wail! veteran or veterans we have a form which needs to be filled
out with as much information as you have regarding the military service
of your veteran(s).
The form is to replace the records which were destroyed by fire in
1970. It seems there are no complete records anywhere for the Jackson
Purchase area. We hope the families in Calloway County, Kentucky
have regard and honor for these veterans as well as all those who without
hesitation have followed the call of this wonderful country when the cry
has gone out that our nation was threatened. You may pick up a form at
the Public Library, Calloway County Judge Executive Office or
contact Alvis Jones."Your efforts will be rewarded with gratitude."
said Elizabeth Brown of Murray.
Ad space provided by the Ledger and Times

ZETA DEPARTMENT photo
Al Puckett, a Cherokee Indian who resides at Kevil, presented a very
informative talk about the Cherokee Indian's way of life at the April
meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were Rose Marie Bryan, Jo Elkins, Betty Farris and Esther Jennings. The department will meet Thursday, May 8, at 12:30 p.m. for a
light lunch at the club house. Martha Andrus, past president, and now
governor of First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs,
will install new officers. Hostesses will be Mayme Nell Staudacher, Shirley Tate, Edwina Garrison, Nancy Haverstock and Frances Matarazzo.

A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, May 8, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing claims
and answering questions.

AA meeting local center Thursday
An AA Meeting (accessible) will be Thursday, May 8, at 7 p.m. at
the Center for Accessible Living, 1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
Shopping Center, Murray. For information call the center at
753-7676 (voice, or 753-7729 (TM).

Southwest committee will meet

rifle Essential- Day Spa
Now A Full Service Salon
• Hair + Nails + Massage + Facials
• AVEDA Skin Care & Haircare Products

Specializing in corrective cutting.
We do it right the first time.
Call today for your appointment.

767-0760
301 N. 12th St. • Murray
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A special meeting of the Southwest Elementary Site-based Decision Making Council Principal Search Committee will be Thursday,
May 8, at 8 a.m. at the school. This will be a closed meeting to
discuss personnel.

MTS FFA reunion planned
A reunion of all former members of Murray Training School/
College High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America will be
held at the Walter Lee Steely farm on Murray-Paris Road on Saturday, July 5, 1997, at 4 p.m. For further information contact Donald
Crawford at 753-5384, Pete Waldrop at 753-9662, or Howard Steely
at 436-5999. This will be for members and their spouses.
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Playing for your enjoyment at the Murray Middle School Music Fest tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
school auditorium will be the Murray Middle School Jazz Band, directed by Beth Stribling, and the Sixth
Grade Choir, directed by Chuck Haney. Special faculty and administrative guest artists will be featured. The
program will last approximately VA hours with an intermission. No admission will be charged. The Jazz
Band is composed of seventh and eighth graders. Pictured are Nick Pfannerestill at drum set; Michael Swain
at piano; Janey McClain and Erin Damell, clarinets; Jaleelah AI-Alou, flute; Mitch Woods, Zachary Kingins
and Emily Allen, trumpets; Irene Lee, Bryan Hopkins and Marshall Welch, saxophones; Mandy Brown, Anna
Scott and Megan Schell, French horns; and David Lee and Rhea Flannery, trombones. Not pictured are Matt
Sparks and Greg Vonnahme, trumpets. The MMS Jazz Band will also perform May 13 at 7 p.m., along with the
Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grade Concert Bands at the Spring Concert in the school gymnasium; at the MMS
Spring Fling May 16; and at Murray Elementary School May 15. The public is urged to attend the Music Fest
tonight.
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Swim registration being taken
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross is
gearing up for the 1997 Summer
Swim Program.
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Jeffrey Boyle has been named
a United States National Award
Winner by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Daugherty, a student at Calloway County Middle School, was
nominated for this award in Science by his teacher, Kevin
Brown. His biography will appear
in the academy yearbook.
He is the son of Gary and Deborah Boyle of Murray.
His grandparents are Herbert
and Debris Boyle of Murray and
Marvin Jones of Benton.
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Registration started Monday,
May 5, at the Red Cross office at
607 Poplar St. Hours will be 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. No
registrations will be taken by
telephone. Each one must come
to the office to sign up.
The registration will continue
throughout the summer until all
classes are full. The price this
year remains the same as last
year — $25 for a two-week class
for one person.
Some persons have asked for a
Level VII class and this year one
is on the schedule. "We will continue to have all of our other
classes, including our Parent &
Special Needs Class," said Peggy
Billington, executive director of
the chapter. Red Cross is a United Way Agency.
A schedule for the Swim program is as follows:
First Session, June 9-20
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III
(BP), Level IV (BP). No evening class
this session.
Second Session, June 23-July 4
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —
.Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III
(BP), Level IV (BP)
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to 7:30 p.m. —
Parent/Tot; 7 to 7:30 p.m. — Parent/
Pre-School; 8 to 9 p.m. — Level I
(SP), Level II (BP), Level VII (BP),
Level I Adult; 8 to 8:30 p.m., Parent &
Tot; 8:30 to 9 p.m., Parent & PreSchool.
Third Session, July 7-18
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level IV (BP); 10 to 10:30 a.m.
— Parent/Tot; 10:30 to 11 a.m. —

Gamma Chapter meets
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Presenting the March program of Gamma chapter, Delta Kappa Gamma
Society, International, at Best Western's Racer Inn, Mayfield, was member Sue Clifton, Water Valley, and of the Hickman County School System. Clifton, a member of the Rotary International Group Study Exchange Team to Denmark, spoke of the school system in Denmark as
verses the school system in America. She was sponsored by the Rotary
Club of Clinton. Pictured, from left, are Clifton, speaker, Milissia Sledd,
past president, Murray, and hostesses, Imogene Monroe, chairman,
Hickory, Augusta Merryman, Mayfield, and Carolyn Sullivan, Arlington.
The chapter will have a business meeting and luncheon on Saturday,
May 10, at 10 a.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge, Cadiz. The program, "Initiation and Welcome to New Members," will be presented by Venda Gibson with Milissia Sledd as hostess chairman.
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Moffitt, Arnett,
Sammons will
receive degrees
LOUISVILLE — Three persons from Murray will receive
their degrees from the University
of Louisville in commencement
exercises on Saturday, May 10, at
1:15 p.m. at Freedom Hall at the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition
Center.
Gregory Allen Moffitt will receive his doctor of medicine degree. A 1989 graduate of Murray
High School, he is the son of Allen and Georgianne Moffitt of
Murray.
Mark Arnett will receive his
doctor of dental medicine. A
1985 graduate of Calloway
County High School, he is the
son of Hugh Arnett of Lynn
Grove and the late Alberta
Arnett.
Stephen Jason Sammons will
received his doctor of dental medicine. A 1989 graduate of Murray High School, he received his
bachelor of science in biology degree in 1993 from Murray State
University, where he was a member of the varsity baseball team.
He is the son of Steve and Susan
Sammons of Murray.
At the commencement, short
addresses will be presented by
former congressman Romano
Mazzoli, who is president-elect
of the U of L Alumni Association; Michelle Bogert, outstanding student award winner from
the School of Education; and the
winner of the Trustee Award,
which has not yet been
announced.
Honorary degrees will also be
awarded to James Bowling (doctor of business administration)
and John R. Hall (doctor of
public service).
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August Moon
Gift Certificate...
...Or, Bring Her In And Treat Her
For Lunch Or Dinner With A Free
Drink And Mystery Gift From Us.
NEW BUFFET HOURS
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The Wash Without
the Wear with
Amana's Exclusive
Stainless Steel Tub
-

Enjoy these other fine

features by Amana:
.Large 2.68 Cu. Ft. Capacity
-Single Speed
.4 Cycles
.1-Year Full Warranty
•White-on-White Styling

MAY SPECIAL
10% OFF

Caring for all your Chiropractic needs

Derrick and Amy Watson of
Paducah are the parents of a
daughter, Sarah Katherine Watson, born on Monday, March 10,
1997, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces. The mother
is the former Amy Bryan. A
brother is Aaron James Watson.
Grandparents are Phil and
Sarah Bryan of Murray and
James and Janet Watson of
Dixon.

JCPenney®

Cigarette Bums
Broken kfulu
Water Marks
Chair Reifying
Molding

513 S. 12th St.

Watson girl is
born in March

Sterling Silver
Crystal Kids
& Pets

Chains Available

On-Site Repair For:
• Nicks/Demi
• Scratches
• Cabinet Retuisting
• Mowing Damage
• Antiques

Wednesday, May 7
Ask-A-Nurse by MSU Department of
H•alth Services/1 1:45 a.m.-1
p.m./Curris Center Rocking Chair
Lounge, MSU. Info/762-3809.
MSU 'Bred* baseball game with
Vanderbilt/3 p.m./Reagan Field.
Wrath', West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 pm.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
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I'Ve Make House Calls

Holland Motor Sales

KY

Study/6:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6:15 p.m.; prayer meeting,
sion Friends, RAs, GA8, Youth/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult and
Youth Bible Studies. Kid's Klub/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Chir
practice/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir Mother.
Child Banquet/6 p.m.; Choir
rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10:15 a.m.; Computer Communications for Christ/noon; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Graded Choirs
Awards Program, Youth Prime
Time/6:30 p.m.; prayer and Bible
study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/9:30 a.m.; Choristers/5
p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal, Tom Turner
Silent Prayer, Singers Unlimited/6
p.m.; Adult Bible Study/6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun &
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Furniture
Damage?

Kitchen Cabinets & /or Free
Service Call ($35 Value)

1210 Johnson Blvd. Murra

Wednesday, May 7
Dexter Baptist Church Bible

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Let me help you through chiropractic.
We care about your health and we
dedicated to quality care.

753-4461
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Parent/Pie-School; 11 a.m. to noon —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level III
(BP), Level V Adult
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level III (BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to
7:30 p.m. — Parent/Tot; 7:30 to 8 p.m.
— Parent/Pre-School; 8 to 9 p.m. —
Level I (SP), Level II (BP), Level V
(BP), Level I Adult; 8 to 8:30 p.m. —
Parent and Pre-School; 8:30 to 9 p.m.
— Parent and Pre-School.
Fourth Session, July 21 to Aug. 1
10 to 11 a.m. — Level I (SP), Level
II (BP), Level III (BP), Level V (BP); 10
to 10:30 a.m. — Parent/Tot; 10:30 to
11 a.m. — Parent/Pre-School; 11 a.m.
to noon — Level I (SP), Level II (BP),
Level III (BP), Level IV (BP); 11 to
11:30 a.m. — Parent and Pre-School;
11:30 to noon — Parent and PreSchool.
7 to 8 p.m. — Level I (SP), Level II
(BP), Level IV (BP); 7 to 7:30 p.m. —
Parent/Tot; 7:30 to 8 p.m. — Parent/
Pre-School; 7 to 7:30 p.m. — Level I
Parent and Sspecial Nneeds; 7:30 to 8
p.m. — Level I Parent and Special
Needs; 8 to 9 p.m. — Level I (SP),
Level 11 (BP), Level III (BP), Level IV
(BP);8 to 8:30 p.m. — Parent and Tot;
8:30 to 9 p.m. — Parent and PreSchool.

Tuesday, May 6
Calloway County Extension Service
Pesticide Applicator Training/7
p.m./Weeks Center.
Murray Middle School Music Fest/7
p.m./school auditorium.
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Almo.
Murray High School Project Graduation Committee/6:30 p.m./school. Note
change of date from previous
announcement.
Technology Committee of Murray
High SBDM Conci1/6 p.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Kappa Department of Murray We
mans
' Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/Jane, 489-2046
or Liz, 759-0212.
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/6:3 0
p.m.
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club Ladies' Night Out/6:30
p.m.
Alpha Mu 4760 Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha/7 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Wisehart's
Grovery at Midway/12:30-3 p.m.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882.
First United Methodist Church
Mother-Daughter Banquet/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Kathleen Jones
Group w/Louise Roper/2 p.m.; Bea
Walker group w/Lynda Cooper/7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Moose Lodge officers
meeting/6 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/11
a.m.-10 p.m.
National Scoutigg Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 7
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
School/8 a.m./Shoney's.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11
a.m./Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
Health Express of MCCH/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/8:30-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:30
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Oaks Country Club Ladies Bridge and
Golf/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club Ladies
Golf/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion/i1
a.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Cordelia Erwin
Circle/1:30 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Mislaid" Baptist Church service and
Baptist Men/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.

'379
411 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

753-1713
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Pitino saga: blue vs. green
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
SOS-TON (AP) — Rick Pitino
could accept what he calls "the
greatest opportunity ever afforded
a coach." Or he could stay at
Kentucky to "impact lives."
The decision wasn't easy, but
it appeared Pitino would announce today he will coach the
Boston Celtics under a 10-year
contract. One report said the deal
is worth more than $70 million.
The Celtics also seemed ready
to welcome him by beginning a
front-office shakeup, which might
persuade special assistant Larry
Bird to remain with the team.
Pitino wouldn't say Monday

team.

Bird's public complaints about
the management setup. And the
Herald said team owner Paul
Gaston was still trying to keep
Bird.
The Celtics vacancy, developed
when M.L. Carr quit last Wednesday after two non-playoff seasons in which the team was
48-116. Their 15-67 record this
season was the worst in the
club's 51 years — in which
they've won a record 16 NBA titles — and seventh worst ever in
the NBA.
Carr, who stayed as director of
basketball operations, began no-

Yet Monday's reported personnel moves could satisfy some of

11 See Page 9A

Celtics reportedly upping ante
to 10 years worth $70 million
how he was leaning and even admitted he might change his mind
before today's planned meeting
with Kentucky athletics director
C.M. Newton.
"Whoever gets the Boston
Celtics job is getting a great
honor," Pitino said in Atlanta at
a bookstore promotion for his
motivational book, "Success is a
Choice."
The Boston Globe reported today that team president Red Auerbach said Pitino will be coach
of the Celtics "and something

else" next season. The newspaper said the other position was
director of operations.
But Auerbach later denied
making that statement, according
to the Boston Herald.
Pitino said last month he only
would be interested in the Celtics
if Bird stayed, an uncertain prospect since the Indiana Pacers are
willing to give him a lucrative
contract to coach his hometown
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Rick Pitino met with athletic director CM Newton this morning to
discuss whether the coach would stay at UK or accept an offer from
the Boston Celtics.
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Atlanta continues
mastery of Cards;
Braves prevail 2-1
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis cardinals still can't beat
the Atlanta Braves.
In the teams' first meeting
since the NL championship series, Denny Neagle allowed five
hits in eight innings, Ryan Klesko homered and the Braves
scored on a botched suicide
squeeze in a 2-1 victory Monday
night.
"Tell me that wasn't the best
game of the season," Braves
manager Bobby Cox said. "I
don't think it gets better than
that."'
The Braves have beaten the
Cardinals four straight times
since falling behind 3-1 in the NL
playoffs last fall. This one was
nothing like the way the playoffs
ended, however.
Two of Atlanta's last three victories in the playoffs were by

La

MOrl

of K
La
9.0

14-0 and 15-0 scores. Neagle said
there was plenty of tension, but
because of the matchup with
Alan Benes and not the playoff
rematch.
"That was the past and you try
not to think about that stuff,"
said Neagle, who had a 2.35 ERA
in two playoff appearances
against Si Louis last fall. "This
was my first close game in a
while and it was definitely a nailbiter."
In the space of two sentences,
Benes attached no special significance to the game, then conceded
he wanted to beat the Braves because of what happened in the
playoffs.
"They're just another team,"
Benes began. "They're a good
team, but they're beatable. You
just have to go out and do things
right."
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Tigers explode for
23-0 win over CFS
•Murray belts out three
homers in district blowout;
Lady Lakers fall at Fulton
Staff Report
Murray Ledger &

Times

BRIENSBURG — After a 2-9
start, Murray has finally turned
the corner on the 1997 baseball
season.
And how.
The Tigers produced their second 20-run game in a week Monday, pelting Christian Fellowship
23-0 for a Fourth District win.
"We're starting to play the way
I thought we would," said Murray
coach Cary Miller, as his team
won its fourth straight game to
improve to 6-9. "It took us a

while to get some experience and
confidence, and now I hope this
will carry over into tournament
Murray led just 1-0 after one
inning, but followed it with six
runs in the second, seven in both
the third and fourth and two in
the fifth for the 23-0 final tally.
CFS (0-11) committed five
errors.
The Tigers pounded out 18 hits
Monday, led by O'Shea Hudspeth, who finished 3-for-4 with a
three-run homer and a two-run
shot for five RBIs. Jake Thurmond drove in seven runs, finishing 2-for-3 with a three-run
homer and a double. Ryan Seay

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High junior Leigh Haverstock eyes up the ball for a forehand return in her and partner Kim Alexander's doubles match Monday against
St. Mary. Haverstock-Alexander won their match 8-6.

•

MHS tennis squads sweep St. Mary
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Murray High swept Monday's boys and girls tennis
match with St. Mary.
Mary Kay Howard led the
girls with an 8-5 win at No. 1
as the Lady Tigers won 5-4.
Rebecca Miller (No. 5) and
--Jen King (No. 6) captured Murray's other singles wins, winning 8-3 and 8-4 respectively.
At No. 2, Kim Howard fell

8-1, Leigh Haverstock lost 8-4
at No. 3 and Kim Alexander
lost a 9-7 decision at No. 4.
In doubles, HaverstockAlexander posted an 8-6 win at
No. 1, while Ashley DunnElizabeth Trawick won 8-6 at
No. 2 and Miller-Kim Howard
lost 8-4 at No. 3.
Rohit Tandon, playing No. I,
paced Murray's boys to a 9-0
win with an 8-6 victory.
At No. 2, Rahul Tandon won

his match 8-2, Mark Stockton
won 8-1 at No. 3, Bryan Dennison won 8-0 at No. 4, Ryan
Pickens won 8-4 at No. 4 and
Josh Oakley won 8-4 at No. 6.
In doubles, Dennison Stockton won 8-2 at No. 1.
Tandon-Pickens won 8-1 at No.
2 and Oakley-Tyler Williams
were 8-2 winners at No. 3.
Calloway Tennis
Calloway County High
School's tennis teams split with
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Mayfield Monday as the Laker
boys fell 6-3 and the girls won
7-2.
On the boys' side, Bryan
Meurer lost to Steven Gardner
8-3 at No. 1, Andrew O'Rourke
fell to Jay Clark 8-1, Ty Fiebig
beat Nick Neely 8-6, Ben Binford lost to Paul Gaw 8-3, Brad
Wilson lost to Allen Ellison 8-3
and Matt Roberts beat Zack

Eliza

Krill

• See Page 9A

• See Page 9A
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SCHEDULE

Rockets' Elie makes Sonics pay in Game 1

WEDNESDAY
BASEBALL
• MSU vs Vanderbilt
Reagan Field — 3
• Murray vs Graves Co
Ty Holland field — 4:30
SOFTBALL
el Murray at Hickman Co.
Clinton — 445
TENNIS
III Calloway vs Ft Campbell
CCHS, AASU courts — 4
THIJRSDAY
BASEBALL
III Calloway vs Ballard
CCHS field — 4.30
SOFTBALL
19 Murray vs. Calloway
Murray City Park — 4.30

•Seattle focuses D'
on Hakeem, Houston
still triumphs 112-102
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Seattle
took away Hakeem Olajuwon,
and the Houston Rockets' second
choice was just as deadly.
Double-teaming Olajuwon
didn't work out the way the
SuperSonics planned because
Mario Elie led a 3-point shooting
display as the Rockets held off
the SuperSonics for a 112-102
victory in the opener of their
second-round playoff series Monday night.

"We gave them a lot of opportunities to shoot the ball, and
they knocked them down," Seattle guard Gary Payton said. "We
have to go out tomorrow and
change some things. We'll find
solutions. There's a lot of games
left in this series."
Game 2 is Wednesday night in
The Summit.
Elie finished with 20 points
and got the Rockets started by
making all five of his 3-point attempts in the first half, matching
a playoff record. The Rockets hit
10 of 15 3-pointers for, a 64-55
halftime lead and finished the
game 15-of-28 from long range.
"I had no conscience, I just let
it go," Elie said. "After the first
one went down, I felt good. I had

fresh legs. I was the lucky guy. I
was getting some good looks and
the guys kept kicking the ball out
to me."
The Rockets kept extending
their lead, and the SuperSonics,
despite just finishing a tiring
five-game series with Phoenix on
Saturday, kept charging back.
The Rockets built a 103-76 advantage with 10:07 left, but
Hersey Hawkins hit four 3-point
baskets in a row during a 26-9
run that cut the Rockets' final
victory margin.
"It wasn't easy, it was deceiving," Olajuwon said. "They
played very well. We can't get
carried away. The pressure is still
on until the last game."
Elie tied-the record for 3-poin-

tcrs without a miss shared by
three players, most recently by
Seattle's Nate McMillan against
the Rockets on May 6, 19%.
"He's been our most consistent player all season," Charles
•Barkley said of Elie.
"What he did tonight didn't
surprise me. I was happy with every aspect of our game except
me. But I look at my game differently. I expect more out of myself. But I will get better."
Clyde Drexler led the Rockets
with 22 points, and Shawn Kemp
paced the SuperSonics with 24.
Houston used a 26-9 run to
take a 55-35 lead with six minutes left in the half. But Kemp
scored eight points over the rest
of the period as Seattle's cut

Houston's lead to 64-55 at the
half.
"I think both halves were very
different," Seattle coach George
Karl said. "In the first half, they
shot the ball well and we were
hesitating. In the second half,
with the turnovers and missed
layups, they became sluggish
offensively.
"This is two games in a row
they've done stuff to us pretty
substantially, and we are going to
have to evaluate and come back
and tinker here and there."
The Rockets won the regular
season series 3-1 with the SuperSonics, including a 113-73 victory in the final regular-season
game.
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BRIEFS
MSU's McKinney third at national meet
Murray State's Jason McKinney placed third in the 1500-meter run at the
Indiana University National Invite on Saturday in Bloomington, Ind.
With his second straight appearance representing MSU at the prestigious
Nabonal Invite, McKinney, a junior from Georgetown, Ill., improved his time
from last years showing by 63 seconds. He followed only Corney Lamb of the
University of Illinois and Mike Morand of the University of Tennessee.
McKinney will compete on May 10, at the Southeast Missouri Invite in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., in hopes of qualifying provisionally in the 1500-meters. Competitors must run at least a 3:45.50 in this event to compete in the NCAA
Championships.

Woods-Hopkins win Crimestoppers tourney
Danny Woods and John D. Hopkins of Murray shot an 18-hole 59 to win
the first-ever Crimestoppers Golf Scramble at Kenlake Resort.
The 31-player tournament raised $1,530 for the local crime prevention
organization.
John Peck and Mark Edwards were second with a 61, followed by Tom
Clendenen and J.C. Barnett. Mike Pierce and Dale Willis took third with a 62
and Beul Stalls finished fourth.

Brown signs $25 million deal with 76ers

Photo
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The Philadelphia 76ers made the well-traveled
Larry Brown the highest-paid coach in the NBA.
Terms of the contract were not revealed, but, sources familiar with the negotiations said the deal was worth close to $25 million over five years
Brown, who resigned from the Indiana Pacers last Wednesday, has compiled a 1,030-648 record over the last 24 seasons with six pro teams and two
colleges.

Harrick named head coach at Rhode Island
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, R.I. (AP) — Jim Harrick, who led UCLA to the national title in 1995 only to be fired last November for lying on an expense
form, signed a three-year deal to coach at Rhode Island.
Athletic director Ron Petro noted Harrick graduated 95 percent of his players at Pepperdine and UCLA, won an average of 23 games in eight seasons
with the Bruins, and sent 13 players to the NBA.

LaFrentz, Pierce opt to stay at Kansas
LAWRENCE, Kan. (AP) — Junior All-American Raef LaFrentz and sophomore Paul Pierce will return next season to play basketball for the University
of Kansas instead of leaving for the pros.
LaFrentz was named Big 12 player of the year, averaging 19.0 points and
9.0 rebounds per game while shooting 59.5 percent from the field

Pitino...
FROM PAGE 8A
tifying his assistant coaches they
should be prepared to move on,
the Globe reported.
Director of travel and team services Wayne Lebeaux and director of publications and information Dave Zuccaro were fired,
both papers reported. Two marketing employees also reportedly
lost their jobs, and general manager Jan Volk also might leave after 26 years with the Celtics, the
Globe said.
It also said Pitino is expected
to bring Kentucky associate
coach Jim O'Brien with him to
Boston.
Yet Pitino still hadn't announced his decision.
Last June he said he was 99
percent sure he would accept a
coaching offer from the New
Jersey Nets, but turned it down
after a golf excursion to Ireland
with university boosters.
He said the Celtics offer came
sooner than anticipated, requiring
him to speed up his decision.
"For me, it's a matter of
whether I want to be a professional basketball coach or impact
lives like I've done in the past
eight years," Pitino said.
WBZ-TV in Boston reported
he already had accepted an offer
to replace Carr. The station said
the offer included six years as
coach and the last four as director
of basketball operations.
WKYT, a Lexington, Ky., TV
station, said the deal was worth

Braves...
FROM PAGE 8A

photo

Then he changed his mind.
"Personally, I was really excited that I was throwing tonight.
I was going to go out and give it
everything I had because of last
year."
Atlanta is a major-league best
22-8 after winning its seventh
straight at Busch Stadium.
The Cardinals have lost three
of four and had their five-game
home winning streak ended.
After getting no decision in his
first start of the season, Neagle
(5-0) has won five straight outings. He retired the first 10 batters before Dmitri Young got an
infield hit in the fourth, then retired seven in a row before Royce
Clayton singled with two outs in
the sixth.
Neagle, who struck out five
and walked none, held the Cardinals scoreless until Ray Lankford
and John Mabry doubled in the
seventh. Mark Wohlers got three
outs for his ninth save in nine
chances, ending the game by

striking out Mabry with the tying
run on second.
Klesko homered off Benes
(3-3) to lead off the fifth. The
Braves added a run in the sixth
when Kenny Lofton, breaking for
home on a squeeze play, scored
when Mike Mordecai swung
away and grounded out to
shortstop.
"We know we can score runs a
lot of ways, a 400-foot home run
and a 75-foot squeeze," Mordecai joked. "I'm just glad things
worked out and we got the run."
Benes, 1-1 with a 6.75 ERA in
two starts against Atlanta last
year, gave up two runs and five
hits in eight innings. He struck
out six and walked two.
The Braves finished without
third baseman Chipper Jones,
who left in the fourth with a
pulled groin muscle on a fielding
play. Jones, who was batting .299
with two home runs and 21 RBIs
after going 0-for-2 Monday, may
be out two or three days.
"He could pinch hit tomorrow,
probably," Cox said. "We just
don't know until he wakes up."

was 3-for-3 with two RBIs,
Shane Andrus was 3-for-5 with a
double and two RBIs, John David
Thieke was 2-for-2 with a run
driven in and Ryan Geib was
2-for-3 with a double and three
RBIs.
"We're getting timely hits and
we're hitting with some power,"
Miller said. "All nine players in
the lineup are putting the ball in
play and we've cut our strikeouts
down because we're getting better looks at the ball. We're also
starting to gel defensively."
Brent Underhill picked up the
pitching win for Murray before
being relieved in the fourth inning by freshman Lucas Miller.
Murray plays at Fulton County
today at 4:45.

MARSHALL
REMANUFACTURED ENGINES
3 yr./36,000 mile warranty available
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Falder 8-1.
In doubles, Meurer/O'Rourke
lost to Gardner/Clark 8-2,
Fiebig/Roberts beat Gaw/Neely
8-4 and Wilson/Binford lost to
Falder/Ellison 8-4.
In girls' play, Ann Taylor
lost to Christie Gardner 8-2,
Elizabeth Blackford beat Katie
Krill 8-6, Kelley Travis lost to

Ann Bryan 9-7, Whitney Price
beat Anna Covington 8-1,
Heather Saxon beat Jan Dodson
8-1 and Amy Travis won over
Lindsay Chapman 8-1.
In doubles, Taylor/Blackford
beat Gardner/Covington 8-2,
Kelley Travis and Price won
over Krill/Bryan 8-6 and Saxon
and Amy Travis blanked
Dodson/Chapman 8-0.
Calloway hosts Graves
County today at 4.

more than $70 million, plus a 3
percent ownership of the team.
But none of the principals in
the saga involving two of basketball's premier teams was as
definite.
"I don't think it's a done
deal," Newton said Monday
night. "My gut feeling is that I
don't know which way he will go
this time. My gut feeling in the
past is that he wasn't going to
leave."
Gaston, publicly silent
throughout the coaching search,
said, "I will let you know if ‘
,..e
have something to announce."
Al Skinner, who moved from
the University of Rhode Island to
Boston College as coach on April
18, played with Pitino from 1970
through 1974 at UMass and
spoke with him about a week
ago.
"He's a very confused man at
times like these," Skinner said
Monday night. "He has a real affection for his players. As your
emotions get invoked, the rational thinking goes out the
window.
"I'm not saying he won't
make the change, but I think he's
finally comfortable with the place
that he's at."
But Pitino did pull out of
alumni functions today and Wednesday and a book signing in
Henderson, Ky., Wednesday.
The Celtics remain the
league's most storied franchise,
with more wins than any team in
NBA history.
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all your lamiy insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
&&&&& t••
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753-9627
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
14004144111 1.01.441
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,Vbers Body Shop, Inc.
(Since 1937)

Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing
SOFTBALL
Fulton City 10, Calloway 5
FULTON — The Lady Lakers
saw an early 3-1 lead slip away
in a loss at Fulton City Monday.
Fulton City scored six runs in
the fourth inning to take the lead
for good, 7-3. The Lady Bulldogs
made it 8-3 in the fifth, and after
Calloway cut the deficit to 8-5 in
the sixth, Fulton brought home
two more runs in the bottom of
the frame for the 10-5 margin.
Fulton outhit Calloway 8-5.
Deanna Futrell was 2-for-3 with a
double to lead the Lady Lakers.
Sabrina Emerson took the loss for
Calloway.
Calloway (3-7) plaNs at St.
Mary today at 4:10.

(Large or Small)

637 S. 3rd St.

753-3134
Quit Being
MISLED

WAKE UP!!,

We can match or beat Wal-Mart prices...
But they can't match or beat our service.
We are your dealer for

RC, Pioneer, Kenwood and Orion
car & home
37 years in business
VISA

stereo systems
We are the professionals

World of Sound zit
222 S 12th St • Murra • 753-5865

SUMMER SCHOOL
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Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

$999
$1019
$1079
$1059

is cool when
Vottle neae
Kentucky
Lake

Hundred& moors sizes evadable. AU
renseengfecodred so new CONdlii0A.
Financing available as low as
$29 per INOIlth.
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D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

Air

First session begin. May 15
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KWIK C
For Your Persona/ Check
We'll cash your check then wait
days before depositing!
Ax
Longer if needed.
0
"
69

Qualifications:
•

Most recent Bank Statement
Drivers License or Photo ID
• Paycheck Stub verifying employment

- Ask about our Seniors Program Two Locations
Oak Park
Dixieland Center
1417 State At. Hwy. 45 N.
1304-C Chestnut Street
Mayfield, KY
Murray, KY
502-247-7244
502-759-5923

-• •

Murray State
University
• Courses for high school juniors and seniors (general education classes)
• Over 500 undergraduate and graduate courses available
• Nine sessions (and dates) from which to choose

Join Murray State's
largest summer school
Write to: Admissions'0Mce, P.O. Box 9, Sparks Hall, MurrayState University, Murray, KY 42071
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Be Kind To Animals Week

Tour Pet Almost
Much as You Do!

••••
do
•41,
S.
•••

Important Numbers to Call
If you need help or informaiipap
clip these numbers and keep them
near your phone.
•ANIMIAL CONTROL 753-3151.
Call about strays, suspected
cruelty, information concerning
laws, ordinances relating to animals.
•ANIMAL SHELTER 759-4141.
Call concerning lost pets, adoption inquiries, found animals,information on licensing, to volunteer at
shelter.
•HUMANE SOCIETY 4924838.
Call to volunteer for Society
activities; to receive information
about education or pet therapy programs; to report a case of suspected
cruelty; to learn about the Society's
discount certificate for spaying or
neutering a pet.
-Judge Exec. J.D. Williams
753-3923
•Mayor Bill Cherry 762-0352
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A satisfied reader of Kind News, a student newspaper provided by the
Humane Society.

Students get'Kind News'
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Students in many elementary
classrooms in Murray and Calloway
County are receiving Kind News,a
newspaper
provided
student
through a Humane Society program
called Adopt-A-Teacher.
Each classroom receives copies
of the paper each month that school
is in session; the teacher receives a
guide with activities and suggestions for using the paper.
Kind News contains stories about
animals and the environment as well
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"So often when you start talking
about kindness to animals ... someone comments that starving and
mistreated children should come
first. The issue can't be divided like
that.It isn't choice between animals
and children. It's our duty to care
for both. Kindness is the important
thing. Kids and animals are our
responsibility."
- Minnie Pearl

..

as anti-drug messages, activities
and games.
It costs $20 to adopt one teacher
(and classroom) for a year. Subscriptions are paid for from United
Way funds and other donations
made to the Society. Forty classrooms are currently adopted,but the
Society would like to adopt many
more.
Call the Humane Society at 4928838 if you would like to adopt any
primary through sixth grade class.

HOW OLD IS YOUR CAT? Tofind
your cat's age in human terms,
count thefirst year as 20 years, then
add 4 years for every year of age
after that. Thus a 10-year-old cat
would be 56 years old in human
terms (first year = 20 years, plus 9
years times 4, or 20 + 36).

Aaron Cadd and Sugar won the dog/owner look alike contest at last summers
Bark In the Park II. This years fun-filled event Is set for Thursday, July 3 as
part of the Freedom Fast's Family Day In the Park.

Community sees animal overload

Spay/neuter discount certificates
are once again available from the
Humane Society of Calloway
i Coimty for families who need finan•faq5
cial assistance in getting their pets
"Fixed for Life."
The program offers $10 off the
price of neutering a dog or cat and
$20 off the cost of spaying a pet.
Applications for the certificates
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Thousands &
Thousands of Used
Paperbacks!
0
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The Humane Society
of Calloway County
is a
United Way Agency
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Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-4821

Holly says...
...there's nothing
like the love 8z
devotion of
a pet.
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Veterinary Medical Center
b

Jeannine Buchanan, DVM
715 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7011

Pets Are Wonderful...
Adopt One Today.

Dixieland Center
Murray, KY • 759-2248

Westside
Veterinary Service
me,mtwe

WAIrMART

!lappines2P1ace

Hwy. 641 North • Murray

305 S. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

The Areas Most Complete Office Outfitters.

gwin oiCahes
OFFICE PRODUCTS INC.
516 Main St. Downtown
Murray
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The Book

diet
left
489

Unlbed Wag

Donations to the Humane Society's Fixed for Life Program may be
sent to P.O. Box 764, Murray, KY
42071.
•
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Pets can
heal lives!
Make your
life richer —
adopt a pet!

$1.1
mei
writ

her of unwanted animals. There are
simply not enough homes for them
all.
Help reduce the pet population so
that each animal gets the care and
respect it deserves.
In six short years, one female dog
and its offspring can be the source of
67,000 puppies.
In just seven years, one female
cat and its young can produce
42,000 cats.

are available at the Murray veterinarians' offices, Calloway County
Public Library, Murray-Calloway
County Animal Shelter and Murray
City Hall.
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Our community is facing an overload of pet animals. Too many dogs
and cats are not wanted anywhere.
They are treated like disposable
items instead of living creatures.
Pets are abandoned when owners
tire of caring for them. Unwanted
litters are left at doorsteps or along
roadsides. Every year in the U.S.,
approximately 7.6 million cats and
dogs are euthanized because lasting,
loving homes cannot be found for
them.
You can help end this tragedy by
making sure your pet doesn't contribute to the surplus of dogs and cats.
Have your pet spayed or neutered
by a veterinarian.
Having your pet sterilized is the
first and most important step you
can take towards reducing the num-

Spay/neuter certificates available
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1-800-489-1414
(502)753-0123
Hours: Al-F P ant-S p.m.

Dedicated Health Care
For Your Pets

AAHA

AMERICAN
ANIMAL
HOSPITAL
ASSOCIATION
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Dr. Bob Salley
Dr. Noel Thomas

753-6749

Dr. Lewis Dodds
Dr. Damon Eastwood
Dr. Darla Koym

1271 Robertson Rd. South • Murray

Hug
Some Bunny
Today!

Be Kind To Animals
They're Our Friends Too.
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main St.

Murray, Ky.

15021 753.5273

Pho

by Oakwood

305. S. 12th SI • Murray
753-7441
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PADUCAH Hotel seeking a
full time SALES ASSOCIATE to assist with planning
meetings conventions, mecaptions etc Prefer expen
ence in hotel sales Must be
team oriented and have
ability to function indepen
dandy while working on
multiple tasks Good start
ing salary and benefits
Submit resume stating
work experience and wage
requirements to PO Box
1040 E Murray, KY 42071
EOE

Happy Birthday
Memaw!

Look Who Is The
Big 80! Fritzle
Happy Birthday

IN

Happy Birthday

Wit Lova You,
Meragan8 Aahlay

-4116

_All
She's cute. classy, and
sornelmes sassy, arid today she's the BIG 44,
thought you ought to know

Nappy Binh* Debby
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ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

VCR
Microwave
Repair

•
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REVOLUTIONARY new
weight loss program 'slender now is finally available
in our area Guaranteed to
lose weight or your money
back. Call for tree cassette
(502)527-0881 or
(800)434-6918.

All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
•
•

•
•

HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens leans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

Wynn's Nursery
Rutger Tomatoes
6 pk - $1.00
Jet Star Tomatoes
300 each
Hanging Baskets
$6.00/up
Asst Becking plants
4 pks 990
Shrubs & Ferns
Lots More

111

HwyeQNtortri,

112 miles from Stamina

901-782-3508

May
SPECIAL
20 Lb Gas Gni
Bottle Refills

($5.95 wicoupon)
B&B Brokers
701 South 12th
753-4389

050

Lost
And Found
MISSING large type male
Chihuahua wearing a tan
flea collar Tan color with
black ears, while chest,
right paw white and a lot of
gray on face as he is old
Needs medication Last
seen in his own yard on
Irvin Cobb Rd Phone
753-5510.

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Cri your
insunince,
must pay has been
increased to $760 in
1997.
For more information
call:

060
Help
Wanted

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or ma don wide
1-800-455-4199
"our 35th yew of servIce"

AVON $8-$12/hr, No minimum Orders, No Door To
Door, No inventory.
1-800-400-8965 ind/sIs/
rep.

HALEY'S
Ug19Puck
ffba Rental and Sales
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COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
$50 K/yr
to
20K
1-800-348-7186 X 486

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Sop

COORDINATOR OF
BASIC WRITING. Learning Center Ten month,
three fourths time appointment to begin August
1997 Qualifications: Master's degree in English or
English Education required

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

as well as excellent writing

FREE
11 Blade Pocket Knife
with every L.P. Gas purchase.
New 20 lb. Gas Tank $19.95.
Used 100 lb. Gas Tanks $39.95
B&B Broker's
701 South 12th
753-4389
Ad Mu.st Be Present
MB

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing in

Managing Stress *Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
Eating - Sleeping
Studying - Nall Biting

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
What the mind can cause, ther nand can cure.
FREE CONSULTATION

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

ATTN Murray: POSTAL
JOBS 12 68/hr to start, plus
benefits Carriers, sorters,
clerks, computer trainees
For an application & exam
call
information
1-800-636-5601 ext. 3482,
Sam-8pm, 7 days.

and interpersonal skills
Previous teaching and administrative experience
preferred. Knowledge of
word processing programs,
especially Microsoft Word,
and computer lab experience desired Responsibilities Eighteen contact
hours in Basic Writing per
academic year; designing
and evaluating curriculum,
scheduling of courses and
staff, supervising adiuncts
and graduate teaching assistants, monitoring a computer lab, designing, administering. and evaluating
student placement instruments; monitoring the
Open Writing Lab; serving
on university committees;
participating in professional development activities as appropriate Application Deadline may 16,
1997. To Apply Send letter
of application, vita and
three letters of reference to
Doris Cella, Director,
Learning Center, Murray
State University, PO Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071-0009
Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/
D, AA employer
DRIVERS Sharkey Trans
portabon has OTR & rag
ional positions avail in our
dry & refrigerated div for
drivers w/ CDL A-H Our
drivers enjoy a competitive
compenclation/ benefit pkg
that includes no premium
for full family health ins
wkly home time, & much
morel Please call us for all
information
the
1-800-3544945

CURATOR of Collecdons, National Scouting
Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America, Inc Position to
begin May 26, 1997 Dual
ifications Master's degree
in museum studies or related field, with 3 or more
years museum experience
required Excellent organizational skills, experience
writing grants, collections
management, computer literacy skills, and exhibit design experience necessary
Candidate must possess
effective oral and written
communication skills and
the ability to effectively
manage multiple staff and
volunteers. Responsibilities; Archival administracollections
tion;
development- care and
preservation, exhibit
maintenance- design and
completion, records
management- research
and processing new donations and loans, supervision of 4-10 staff and volunteers Salary $25,000 plus
excellent benefits Application Deadline; May 12,
1997 To Apply Send letter
of application with salary
history, resume, list of references, and college transcripts to Susan B Hardin,
National Scouting Museum, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009 Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer
OFFICE Manager/ EditorMarketing and Public Relations (Publications
area), Murray State University Position will begin as
soon as possible The office manager/ editor is the
first contact with faculty,
students and staff who seek
pnnbng at the university's
on campus facility Qualifications Candidates must
have a bachelor's degree
(minimum) in a related
field, knowledge of Associated Press style, two or
more years of editing experience, and the ability to
communicate effectively
Responsibilities This individual monitors the department phone system, prepares correspondence,
conducts a weekly production council meeting, prepares reports, schedules
and tracks printed protects,
prepares publication articles when assigned, and
supervises a student
worker Salary $20,000.
Application Deadline May
16, 1997 Send applications, three references, and
three writing samples to:
John McDonald, Director of
Marketing and Public Relations, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009 Murray State
University is an equal edu
cation and employment op
portunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.
SALES $35,000- $100,000
+/yr No exp req - PT/ FT
territory
Open
1-800-365-7550 ext 72326

AnniversOri
sale

PART time maintenance
Must have good manners
be polite and work well with
people Lawn skills required Starting pay $6/hr
Apply at Hilldale Apartments office 7-3 Mon Fri
EOE 437-4113
SECRETARY for auto related business Will train if
necessary Send resume
to PO Box 1040-A Murray
KY 42071
SEEKING mature woman
to babysit ten month old
child in our home three
days a week minimum
Non-smoker References
required Please call
435-4635
SUMMER Camp Staff
Wanted Any one eighteen
years and older for local
resident camp General
Counselors, W S I ,
E M T Environmental Education Specialist etc If you
enjoy the outdoors, working
with youth, and get paid for
it then contact Colleen Anderson at Camp W 0 W at
753-4382 mornings or
753-2319 evenings

EXPERIENCED auto body
& frame technician Excellent pay & benefits Send
resume to PO Box 1040 A,
Murray, KY 42071
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Computers
133 MHz Intel PENTIUM
Multi Media Corporate
Computer 16BM/1 6GB
w/1 FREE training FREE
software Only $149900
753-7001
200 MHz INTEL PENTIUM
Melt-Media Horne Computer 32MB/2.1GB w/15- M
Tons of FREE softwareFREE training. Only
$1999 00 Hawkins Reswitch 753-7001

Domestic
I Childcare
CLEANING is my business
Home or office Call Linda
759-9553
HOUSE CLEANING Efficient, thorough cleaning of
your home by an exper
enced and capable lady in
the Murray area Reasonable rates Call Rebecca at
502-753-1015
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340

SUMMER Computer
Camp for Kids ages 6-14
1 week long, 8-12AM or
1-5PM, $149 Call Hawkins
Research today and register 753-7001
1.10
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES, collectibles &
memorabilia 1pc or all
you've got Call Larry at
753-3633

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
HIGH GRADE LOGS OR
STANDING TIMBER
LARGE OR SMALL
TRACTS SPECIALIZING
IN WHITE OAK & POPCALL
LAR
1-800-342-0942

STANDING TIMBER- any
species, large or small
tracts 502-753-2533

HOUSE & office cleaning
Fast, efficient & reasonPhone
able
(502)753-6199

WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

ROOM To Grow Preschool,
a reputable, prestigious
center with certified
teacher, low teacher/ child
ratios, -openings available
for one to three year olds
Enroll your child today' Call
753-6578 to learn more about this innovative child development center

Articles
For Sale

WILL babysit in my home
weekdays Meals provided
Coldwater area 489-6126
inn
Business
Opportunity
I Have mid 6 figure annua
ncome and a zero stress.
()taxed, simple, ideal lifestyle, home based business
Now I want to teach 2
individuals this turn key
system Call my 24hr hotline at 888-713-1493
LOCAL vend rte for sale
Big cash weekly Call
800-350-8363
BUSINESS opportunity for
independent representa
oyes Part-time or full time
Outstanding compensation
plan Excellent training &
close support as you start &
operate your business Call
W
King,
John
or
50 2 7 5 3 - 1 34 8
1 800 800-0742

160

1 8x18 WALK-IN cooler
Shp meat band saw, large
commercial gnnder, 1- 30Ib
digital scale 753-6328 or
4.37-3029
MOVING Sale' Air conditioner, stove, refrigerator,
microwave, kerosene heater, fan Couch, chair, coffee & end tables, bookshelf
Many other knic* knacks &
curtains Inquire May
lst-15th at 1210 Main St
9am-5pm or call 753-1252

REPO BUILDINGS Due to
Red River flooding factory
has two all steel quanset
buildings for immediate
sell, (1) 40X60 never
erected will take balance
Call Bull,
owed
1-800-511-2560

41 Years
In Business
(8 Yrs. As Carpet World)

Annlver,
sarv
Sa4 '

Subiect To Stock, Sales Tax I Installation Is Not Included
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Commercial Tweed
Carpet From 396 per sq. tt.
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Financing Available
Open Sat. Till 4:30 p.m.
Berber Carpet From 78' per sq. ft.
rC
Hwy. 611
8 Mi. S. of Havel
1401-4984161
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Cartevles, TN
IV Toradnsl PK
Amos Freon
se•finier• mat
Wendy's
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Motile
Howse For Roan

Meade

Noose For Sao
1988 FLEETWOOD
14X50, 2br, window a/c,
good condition $3900 Call
with
questions
217 892 5956, leave
message

STOCK Car Racing 2
Chevy motors, 1 358 1360 Also other hot rod BEAUTIFUL unfurnished
3/4br, 2 bath cloublewide On
motor parts 7595374
its own '4 acre private
wooded lot, with walking
access to lake Double carport 22mi to Murray. 9mi to
Appliances
Benton or Draffenville Sell
1 USED Maytag washer $43,300 Rent $450/mo
Excellent condition Inquire 753-9211, 759-6000
at Steele Albrittan
753-5341

COUNTRY living east of
Dexter 3BR. 2 bath mobile
home, $325/mo. lease &
deposit required
502-395-5332
14X65 2br. 1 bath gas
heat. central air newly re
modeled freshly painted
and paper new carpet No
pets 3 miles East of Mum
Cali
$250 mo
ray
623-6314
2BR nice, appliances &
water furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

160

How
Furnishlove

Antiques
GOOSE Creek Antiques &
Collectibles Furniture &
accessories in primitive &
victorian Stoneware,
glassware, granite, baskets
& gifts Herbal wreaths &
arrangements Garden statuanes Open Fri, Sat &
Mon 10am-5pm Dealers
welcome.8 miles from Murray on 121 South
502-436-5424
UPRIGHT antique natural
oak kitchen cabinet w/flour
bin- bread drawer. Excellent condition, $475 obo.
436-5002
180
Lawn I
Garden
12HP John Deere 38" cut,
like new, $1100 436-2691

LOCC:VERING
CARPET & Fi
Check our prices on prefinished
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight Salop I Installation r an aocv
Jay Knight
K ,,ght
Mach Knight
Hwy 641 - 1V2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

ECHO weed eater & Raney
22" lawn mower 753-5488
HYBRID Iris for sale 300
colors, 505 to $300 a bulb
901-642-9779. 6240 Hwy
54, Pans, TN
USED push mowers for
sale & small engine repair
753-0260
190
Firm
Equipment
1966 INTERNATIONAL,
42 horse with brand new
engine, with implements,
$5,000 436-2455
1974 664 INTERNATIONAL.2330 actual
hours, lOtt wheel disk, 3/12
plow, 6tt bushhog, $7500
759-4163 after 6
19FT Feld cultivator, very
good IH 3 point backhoe
attachment, 15f1Lely- Rettera Cat, 2 quick hitch
492-8790
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753-7728
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Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
25 yrs. In Business
•

1!_aby'..eng

Formal Wear and

Limousine

1111116111P
4

TUXEDOS - '97 NEW 97 STYLES
400 styles to select from

318 JOHN Deere mower
753-7934

OUT Of Business Mitchell
Carpet Store Roll rack for
stock vinyl, $200 20 wall
racks $20/ea Mannington,
2nn
Congoleium, Domco vinyl
Spits
racks $100/ea Bruce
Equipment
Manningfixt, Hartco wood
racks, $100/ea Copy maBHB Firearms has moved
chine, $275 Desk, $125
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
High/ low lift (Clark), with
rifles, shotguns, hunting
pole & forks, $4,500 Floor
supplies
racks $10/ea Outside
lighted sign & pole (4yrs GUNS buy sell trade
old), $300 753-0779
436-5650

House Full Specials—Sculptured Carpet
7/16x4 Pad. Based On 70 Yds. From $489.00
a
With

t co
coyi

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

KING size waterbed. Head!maid with mirror, double
drawer pedistal Day
6.99 PER megabyte for 753-4563, after 5pm
standard 72 pin MEMORY. 759-3366 ask for Mike
FREE installation required.
MAY Red Tag Sale All
Located 8 Inchas east of
items reduced throughout
Papa John's Pizza 1304
the store Living room, bedChestnut 753-7001
room, dining room, reclinLIVE INTERNET training ers & bedding & much
more Save' Carroway Furwith FREE manual, 6-9PM
niture, 105 N 3rd
Monday's $49 prepaid
753-1502
Other subjects available
Hawkins R•s•arch
753-7001
1n

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

fin

IS°St
EARN $1,000 weekly stuf
tong envelopes at home
Start now No experience
Free supplies info No obli
gation Send LSASE to
ACE dept 1209 Box 5137
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

SMALL business for sale
Art supplies and framing
200 So 4th St, Court
Square Murray Business
shows continued growth
Call 436-2533 leave message or 753-7201

280

270
Articles
For Sala

Business
OPP0f111111

FREE
'97 Charms
304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

1-888-367-6757
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self -motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.

Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
Rapidly growing Northwest Tennessee
Automotive Part Manufacturing Company
needs sales person with prior experience
in sales and/or marketing and degree
preferred. Successful candidate should
also possess strong inter-persbnal communication skills, both oral and written.
Familiarity in the automotive parts manufacturing business would be a definite
plus. Travel would be required.
Please send resume to Human Resource
Manager, PML, Inc. P.O. Box 69, Paris,
TN 38242_
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

2-10
fillecellaneous
WEDDING PACKAGE Affordable, romantic, elegant
Planned just for you Includes little chapel, ordained minister, music,
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h
dress, tuxedos, videos &
photos Honeymoon suite,
jacuzzi and limousine On
beautiful KY Lake
1-888-367-6757 or
753-1300 free info Mr J's
Formal Wear & Limousine
270
Mobile
Haase For Sale
1964 COMMODORE 2br, 1
bath, stove, window air
$3,000 delivered Call.
753-7975
1975 SCHULT 12X60 2br,
1 bath appliances washer,
dryer, c/a, new carpet
$5,200 delivered Call
753-7975
2BR trailer for sale

753-9866

3 JOB OPENINGS
Due to company promotions, 3 openings exist
now for young minded persons in the local branch of
a Fortune 500 company.
If selected, you will be given a minimum of 2
weeks' expense paid classroom training + additional on the job training by our management staff,
We provide complete company benefits. major
medical, dental & optional pension plan. second to
none. Your starting income will be $400 to $600 per
week, depending on ability and qualifications
All promotions based on merit, not seniority To
be accepted, you need a pleasant personality, to be
ambitious, sports minded, eager to get ahead,
have 12th grade education or better. be bondable,
21 or older and free to start work immediately We
are particularly interested in those with leaderShip ability who are looking for a genuine career
Opportunity.

CALL TODAY
753-5353 10 AM - 6 PM
ASK FOR DON LANE

4
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Lab
For UM

Apnoeas
For Rent
DOUBLEWIDE trailer at
Stella on private lot,
$450/mo plus deposit.
753-4058
300
SueMess
RNA&

641 Storage
All Sizes
.‘‘ailable
753_5585
3000S0 ft warehouse with
lift ceiling 602 Maple St,
Murray For information,
753-8964
4 CAR garage 753-4509
OFFICE space for rent Call
753-7634
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
SMALL office space
753-4509 or 753-6612

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853
120
Apartments
For Rent
1 & 2BR apartments. Stove,
refrigerator, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, water, trash
pick-up & lawn care provided. Farmington Square.
Starts at $315/mo plus deposit No pets. 762-4483 or
345-2748 alter 4pm.

1 & 3BR apartments behind
Bradley Book Co. near
campus, appliances turnshed 759-4696
1702 OAKHILL, extra nice
2br duplex, central h/a. w/d
hookup, deck. No pets,
lease. deposit, $425/mo.
753-0814.
1BR apartment, all appliances including washer
& dryer Call Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444
1BR, appliances & water
furnished. References &
deposit required. No pets.
753-3949 or 748-5924.
1BR duplex, appliances
furnished, 412 N 5th St
$250/mo 759-4696.
1BR, extra large duplex,
appliances furnished, 1628
Miller Apt* B $275/mo.
759-4696

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!
Classified

1BR, nice, appliances turnished Coleman RE
753_9898

financed
OWNER
commires lot at rural Hwy
intersection near Murray
& Lease. 437-4326.

NEW large 2br, cent
Mt super

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

QUAIL RUN SUBDIVILARGE 2br, appliances SION SPRING SALE
1 ROOM furnished effi- furnished,631 North 41h St. Large lots in quiet and
aency near MSU Partical $375/mo 759-4696.
serene Quail Run Subdiviutilities furnished Coleman
sion. Price reduction for the
NICE
1-2
&
3br opts or
RE, 753-9898
spring season. Close to
3-4br house wisivasher &
2 AND 3 bedroom apart- dryer, furnished, near town with water,sewer,and
ments available' Come an MSU Inquire at 1210 Main trees Priced from $9,900
apply today! 'Carpeting St. 753-1252 before 5pm, Favorable owner financing
available Call Ed at Cen*Lots of closet space • 753-0606 alter 5pm.
tury 21 753-1492
Range & refrigerator 'Central heat & air 'Laundry NOW available- lbr furn- WE have several locations,
room on site • Playground ished 3 room apartment prices & sizes of lots to fit
'Handicap accessible 'E- with utilities paid. Lease & your lifestyle All with city
deposit required. No pets.
qual Housing Opportunity
utilities Contact Kenny or
Office hours M-F 7 30am 436-2755_
Valerie 753-9950 AM or
to 3 30pm Call 437-4113 or VERY nice 2br, 2 bath du- 762-0009 PM.
TOD* 1-800-545-1833 Ext
_sits w/garage. All ap287
• pfiances including w/d, cen450
Farms
2BR apartment, 1 block tral gas hitt Lease plus
deposit, no pets, $575/mo.
For Sale
from
906 N 20th. 753-3119.
46.5 ACRES,3 miles South
on corner of Justice and
310
Murray Pans Rd. Will sell all
2BR Duplex, c./h/a, w/d
Houses
divide. Upper held apor
hookup, deck, ceiling fans,
For Rent
prox. 25 acres Lower field
appliances furnished,
$425/mo. Deposit & lease 1BR lake house, screened approx. 21 acres. Great loporch, appliances furn- cation for mini-farm and
required. 436-5725.
ished, 1460 Poplar Spring home sites. In Southwest
2BR duplex, appliances, Dr $325/mo 759-4696.
school district Must sell!
fenced backyard, $415/mo,
753-0266.
deposit. Available 5/9. 2BR, central gas h/a, $450
plus
deposit.
753-5592.
492-8393.
Inn
2BR duplex, central h/a, 2BR house with garage on
Homes
121 South, lmi from town
w/d hook-up No pets
For Sob
$350/mo plus lmo deposit.
436-5960
References required. Also, 3BR, newly remodeled,
2BR, near MSU. Ap- Tappan range for sale. fenced backyard, good lopliances furnished Avail- 753-6444
cation. Call 753-9661 after
able now Coleman RE.
*It
3BR,
14
baths,
gas
heat
753-9898
316 N 6th. No ets 2YR old home,4 miles from
AVAILABLE IMMEDI- $435/mo.
4P- town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car
ATELY. 1,2 & 3BR apart- plia
garage. Large lot and lots of
d
ments. Mur-Cal Apartm -4 p m , extras. 753-4761.
ments, 902 Northwood Dr,
after 5pm.
3BR brick, attached garMurray, KY 759-4984.
Housing 3BR, appliances furnished, age, 171 bath, central heat
Equal
701 Broad St. $375/mo. & air, large deck, city water.
Opportunity.
1.2 acres. $78,500.
759-4696.
BEGINNING in June, quiet
753-4387.
single unit directly across 4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswell Rd. $600/mo. Cen- 3 WOODED acres 4br, 2
from campus. Includes 1
bedroom, living room, tral hia. Available now. Col- bath, formal living room &
dining family room, off Hwy
kitchen, bath and washer' eman RE, 753-9898.
121 near Mayfield. Call
dryer. Great condition with
4BR, 2 bath, 2 story brick Glenda 502-247-6954
hardwood floors_ Excellent
house. Chia, fenced yard
Rarclay Realty.
for studying. No smoking or
767-9072.
pets, $350/mo plus electric.
4BR, 3 bath house with
Call
Travers
at a-3BR, appliances furn- fenced in back yard, on
or ished, 6139 St Pt 121 Tabard Dr in Martin
759-2001(w)
753-0653(h). Located at North $450/mo 759-4696 Heights. Reasonably pr304 North 14th St
iced. 492-6200 or
753-7688
360
BRAND new lb, 1 bath
For Rare
apartment $375/mo, 1mo
Or Leas*
deposit 1yr lease No pets
BRICK 2br, 2 bath, large
753-2905 or 753-7536
CREEKVIEW Self-storage living room, utility room, 1
BRAND new 2br, 2 bath warehouses on Center car -garage, recently remodeled. 10 Acres w/barn
duplex, garage, stove, re- Drive behind Shoney's
and outbuilding. Located in
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
frigerator, w/d, deck
Lease No pets 1706 Oak- NORTHWOOD storage quiet neighborhood. Call
hill Dr $600.'mo 753-7457. presently has units avail- 474-8552 after 6pm.
able
753-2905 or BY owner: Puryear area- 2
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
acres country living. 5
753-7536
deck.
Stove, refrigerator,
rooms with floored attic that
1819 Ridgewood Dr.
could convert into 2 more
Lease, deposit. No pets
bedrooms. 2 car carport.
$425/mo. 753-7457
$48,000. For appointment(901)247-5369.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westiy Village, 1br 1 YEAR yellow Shepherd
CHARMING Cape Cod
apartment, utilities in- Lab mix, spayed & shots
brick home located at 713
cluded, rent based on in- $75 759-3220
Olive St. 4br, 2 baths, living
come 625 older, or handi- AKC Miniature Dachshund
room, dining room, suncap & disabled Equal
puppies, Red, 6wks old, room with ceramic tile &
Housing Opportunity
$125
fireplace. Attractive land502-354-8888
901-247-3727
scaping. Must see to appreAKC Rottweiler 1st shots & ciate . $103,000. Call
753-0569, after 5pm M-F.
wormed, $150 527-5224

NED

COUNTRY view and private is this two year old
three bedroom, two bath,
one story, with raised roof
and front porch. Very reaDOG obedience classes or sonably priced. Call Barprivate Serving Murray 17 bara, Century 21 753-1492.
years 436-2858

AKC registered Beagle
puppies, 7wks old, good
stock, 3 males, 2 females
Call 753-2605, after 5pm
Nu LW-

*tutray Si,didr.

0-arsoraderwmweavi.v...wriewiwiaJourii0eatioibo

- A 'Wonderful Address 1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502435-4487 or 800-265-7786

PUPPIES for sale. Collie
mix puppies, mother AKC
Collie, father Shepherd
Asking $30/ea.6 females,2
males Call 436-2097, after
4pm
it00
Yard Sales

Spring Construction Special!
S35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic
designed home. Will build on your land or you can
purchase a lot from us. Financing available,
contact Prestige Homes at 753-5628. References
a'. ailable.

ANNOUNCING THE
OPENING OF

JACKSON
PURCHASE
TITLE
COMPANY, INC.
304 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-1737
Fax (502) 759-4625
Abstracts, Deeds, Loan Closings,
Purchase/Sale Agreements, Etc.
Call for "All" of Your Real Estate Needs
Reasonable Rates
Free Consultation

RICKY A. LAMKIN, Owner
Attorney At Law

YARD Sale/ Flea Market
space available next to
Charlie's Antique Mall,
downtown Hazel Set up
where the buyers are
Large 250sq ft spaces only
$25.00 for Sat or $3500 for
Sat- Sun For reservations
call 492-8175 10-4 30 or
435-4464 nights
430
Real
Estate
20 ACRES rolling hills
beautiful home site, 10 minutes from MSU Weekdays 753-8332, evenings &
weekends 527-0180

ESTATE Sale 3br, 1 bath,
in town, garage, central h/a
with separate 1br rental
unit, $63,900. 759-9932.
FOR sale by owner:
1000sq ft log cabin located
1400 Diuguid. Furnished
appliances. Like new.
502-236-2210
or
502-236-2751, after 6pm.
LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
story brick home. Let your
kids walk to school. Close
to Murray Middle School &
Hospital. Newly remodeled
kitchen & cabinets, new
carpet, central gas & air,
large backyard. Excellent
home for young couple. Offered at $69,500.
753-3445
MOVING out of state,
must sell! 3 BR 16 bath
ranch. Brick with carport
and detached garage on
1.17 acres. Many special
features, $65,000. Call
437-4309 for • showing.

80 ACRES in Clarks River
bottoms near Almo. In- NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
quire, Howard Bucy, baths Open foyer, col436-5099.
umns, tile floors, etc, etc
HALEY Appraisals Bob City subdivision. Ready to
Haley, state certified set. 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has NEW house for sale 3br, 2
buyers waning to purchase full baths, 2 car garage
homes-all price ranges If cathedral ceilings, recess
you are thinking of selling- lights, central h/a, city wacontact one of our courte- ter, natural gas. North of
ous and professional Murray on Wells Purdom
Rd.• 1964sp ft under roof
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St 1500 living. $95,000 Call
753-9785, leave message
eV)

NEW on the market Well
Lots
maintained, 3br, 2 bath
For Sae
brick home with vinyl trim.
Detached 24x24 garage
'4 ACRE choice corner lot,
with vinyl siding. Spacious,
new subdivision, just outfenced backyard with 21ft
side city limits, natural gas,
above ground pool and adcity water By owner
deck. Modern apjoining
759-2153.
pliances Ni kitchen. ResiCROSSFIELD Subdivision dential area close to town
lots- underground utilities Ceti for an appointment.
753-7836 .
753-5541 or 759-1159

5 3n

Seabee
*NW

For Sale

—

By Owner, 3 BD.
RM., full basement
(with aparOnent)
extra addition on
end; also, spot w/
trailer hook-up; AU
on 3 acres out 94
east, 11 miles and 2
miles to Kentucky
Lake. Rental income will pay for
house.

Call
767-9750.
PRICE Reduced' 48R, 2
bath, unique/ spacious
brick home, 2400sq ft, central heat/ air. Large fenced
yard, nice neighborhood,
$95,500. FSBO. 767-9072

1992 FORD Faingiw XLT,
56,XXX miss, $5,800 obo
Must Seal Cal 753-5798
evenings or leave a

I3ACKHOE Service- small
sobs, driveways, box blade,
romenikrig, snow removal.
753-0834 or 759-9835

message.

1994 DODGE Rani SLE.
blue & silver, $11,800.
1986 Chevrolet 4 wheel
drive, 4indi lift. 2 tone blue,
$6300. 436-2531.
1994 DODGE Dakota Ext
Cab, V-8, loaded, bedliner,
hitch, arrVfm cd, new Michelin WL tires, emerald
green with driftwood int.,
good cond., 38K miles,
$11,500. 753-9903
evenings.

510
Campus

Services
Offend

Smokes
Glued

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515.
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates. 753-1134,
492-8584.
BREAKING and tractor
tiled gardens, bushogging
and blade work. Phone
753-3413.

CREDIT PROBLEMS?

DON'T HIDE!
24-HOUR
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
1-800-748-8353
\
GUARANTEED FINANCING
C'hk`
It we can't get you financing we'll pay
you $100.00. Same Day Delivery.
Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
1-800-457-4866
527-8671
Driveways • Panung Lots Subdivisions

BUSH-HOGGING- garden
and yard tilling- grader
blade work- front end
loader work- yards mowed.
FREE ESTIMATES. Call
POP 492-8530 or Gary
753-0912.

SPORTCOACH motorhome, 33ft, central vacuum, mobile phone, ice BUSHOGGING, garden &
THE paint isn't dry on this maker, bar, built-in food lawns rototilled. Hail sand,
new 4br, 2.5 bath home. center, pantry, 2 air condi- stone & gravel. Light blade
Palladian windows adorn tioners, central heat Very work. Jonesy 437-4030.
the facade of this excellent, good condition. 436-5464
fully functional plan. You'll or 436-5424.
CARPET CLEANING.
love the hardwood flooring
Emergency water removal.
throughout, two spacious
s20
Expert furniture cleaning.
great rooms, soaring ceilBoats
Pet odor removal. Free Esings and quality craftsman& Motors
timates. LEE'S 753-5827.
ship throughout Located in
Celebrity ski CARPORTS for cars and
Murray Estates on quiet 1965 21FT
Mar- trucks. Special sizes for
cul-de-sac. This home boat with inboard
cruiser engine. Excellent motor home, boats, RVs
could be just what your
low hours. In- and etc. Excellent proteclooking for. For inquires call condition,
dudes trailer. $6,500. Cal tion, high quality, excellent
435-4487, 759-1828 or
Bill 753-1222 days, value. Roy rill 759-4664.
753-9950.
753-6620 evenings.
COLSON Home Repairs.
TREED and rolling with
Classic Additions, garages, decks.
knoll building sites. View 1988 MERCURY
motor,
power
T
outboard
50
remodeling, vinyl siding.
inspired and within minutes
20yrs experience.
of city. Call Tina Century & . 436-2751.
21, 753-1492.. priced 1989 VIP Valiant Run- 753-5592.
under $12,000.
about I/O, 1 owner, excel- CONSTRUCTION &
kept, REPAIR- Free estimates
VINYL sided 2br farm- lent condition, garage
w/
chrome
trailer
included
Remodeling,fencing,deck5
house, 2,500 sq ft on
acres. $65,000. 753-2171. wheels & white letter tires. ing, plumbing & electrical
Call 489-2470.
489-2832.
1990 SUNTRACKER 18ft COUNTERTOPS and
bass buggie& trailer, 40hp Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
Johnson motor. Just like with formica. Wulff's Renew. (901)479-1383 days, covery, Murray. 436-5560.
1989 YAMAHA Blaster,
(502)472-1726 after 5pm.
rebuilt
mocondition,
good
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
tor & rear end. Lots of 1993 EXCEL pleasure
decks, fencing, pole barns,
extras, $1000 obo. boat, 20ft, V-6, inboard.
sheds,carports. Also repair
489-6119 after 5.
435-4318.
& rebuild. Excellent work1989 YAMAHA Virago 750, 1993 HARRIS 24ft pon- manship. Affordable rates.
753-7860.
74XX+ miles, 1 owner. Like toon. 753-7934.
new. 753-0410, after 5pm.
1996 STRATOS 18'/, ft, CUSTOM bulldozing and
w/150 Intruder, 10hrs on backhoe work, septic sysmotor. Fully loaded, 4year tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Rood Udllty
'
warranty, Teal & Silver. Horace Sholar.
Vehicles
Must sell. Call after 5,
1988 SUZUKI Samurai 753-7823.
CUSTOM Interior & Exter4X4, air. $2,000. 436-2834. LIKE new, 11ft ion boat and ior Of Paris- we do all types
1997 JEEP Grand Chero- trailer. Excellent 6hp Evin- of remodeling, additions,
floor damage, decks, metal
kee, 4 wheel drive, excel- rude motor. 753-9751.
buildings, painting, electrilent condition. 436-2876.
MARK Twain, deep V hull, cat'end plumbing. Call
1975, 18ft, Ford 302 V-8, 642-2979. Free estimates!
,190
tandum trailer. See to ap
Used
preciate. $3,995. DAVID'S Cleaning SerCars
vices. *Cleaning" vinyl sid753-2084.
1968 CORVETTE Conver- PONTOON Boat. 1988, ing, homes, mobile homes,
driveways,
tible, 4 speed, red, sharpe. 24ft, Riviera Cruiser, 88hp boats, brick
parking lots, all exterior
$9,500. 492-6179.
Evinrude motor, trailer. Call cleaning, acid cleaning
1974 FORD pick-up, runs 502-354-9352.
available. David Borders,
good, lumber rack. Also
Insured, Completely Mo1992 Cadillac DeVille, ex530
bile. Phone 502-759-4734
cellent condition, history
Services
Cellular 502-853-1108.
provided. 753-8002.
Offered
DIRT, sand & gravel. Roy
1981 CAMARO. Rebuilt Al Al A TREE SERVICE, Steele Trucking. Call
350 with aluminum intake, stump removal, tree spray- 753-6879, after 5pm.
4-bbl, performance cam. ing, hedge trimming, landPos. rear end, more. scaping, mulch hauling & DO It All Handyman. Re759-9053, after 530pm.
mulch spreading, gutter modeling, carpenter work,
cleaning. Licensed & in- small additions, roofing,
1986 TOYOTA Celica, fully sured, Full line of equip- storage buildings, yards
loaded, sunroof, 5sp, great ment, Free estimates. Tim mowed- large or small.
Free estimates. 759-8645.
gas mileage. Must sell! Lamb
436-5744,
$2,100. 767-9234.
1-800-548-5262..
EVANS Odd Job Service:
1986 TOYOTA Celica, fully
Lawn care, landscaping,
loaded, sunroof, 5sp, great
mulching, tree removal,
A-1
Tree
professionals.
gas mileage. Must sell!
hauling, gutter cleaning,
Stump
removal,
tree
spray$2,100. 767-9234.
ing, serving Murray, Callo- etc. Free estimate. Call
1990 BUICK Skylark, 4dr, way County since 1980. 489-2617, leave message.
96xxx miles, well kept, Free estimates 437-3044 Experienced.
$3200. 753-1225.
or 492-8737.
GARDEN tilling, grader
1990 TOYOTA Celica ST, A ALL around hauling, junk blade work, bushhogging
auto, air, 79,XXX miles, re- clean-up, cleaning out lots. Gerald Carroll,
duced to $7,300. 759-4017. sheds, tree work. 492-6159.
436-2867.
HARDWOOD FLOOR in1991 Grand Prix GTP,
62,XXX miles, red, extra AFFORDABLE homes built stallation and finishing.
nice $7,500. 753-8563.
on your lot, starting at $35 Custom design. Affordable
sq ft. Free consultation & rates. 753-7860.
1993 FORD Mustang, good
estimates. S&K Construc- HAULING. Spring cleancondition, red, 74,XXX
tion 7530-7091.
up. 474-8621.
miles_ $6,900. 767-0771.
ASH Roofing. Licensed & HOP'S Plumbing Repair.
1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr,
white, 5sp, good condition. insured. All work guaran- Home phone 437-4824.
Need to sell, best reason- teed. (502)924-0616, Shop 437-4189.
able offer! 436-6026, leave (502)522-6255.
LAMB Brother Home Immessage
ALCOA vinyl siding & re- provements, remodeling,
placement
windows.
Dis1995 HONDA Civic DX,
additions, roofing, siding,
4dr, auto, air, stereo, count—prices. Free esti- free estimates. 436-2269.
14,XXX miles. Show room mates. Armor Siding & Window Co 1-800-957-3404 or LAWN mowing. No rush job
new, $11,500. 759-9255
herel personal one on one
901-644-1555.
evenings or message.
service. Gupton's Lawn
Care free estimates.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp , 489-2590.
foundations, slabs, sidew495
alks, driveways, buildings, LEE'S CARPET CLEANremodeling, repairs, AGC ING Free estimates
753-5827.
certified. 489-2214.
1988 GMC Safari, V6, all
power, dual air, well main- ALL types home repair
tained Very clean, 140xxx and maintanence. Morris LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
Property Management. & Bucket Truck Rental.
miles, $3850. 436-5610.
759-4599.
Houses, mobile homes,
1995 GMC Conversion
brick& vinyl, building, RV's,
refinishing,
furANTIQUE
van, while, 18xxx miles,
sidewalks. Insured. Free
niture repair & custom estimates.
$18,000. Call 759-9580
(502)753-6490.
woodworking. 753-8056.

KT. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2779

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

ID
ID
FREE ESTIMATES

a

LstrIrriol

'A

NEW CONSTRUCTION MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS
GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592
CALL ANYTIME

PAUL LAMBS

'3 ROOFING
Large or Small Jobs

(Free Estimates)

436-2269 Anytime
PICTURE PERFECT
LAWN SERVICE
Carlie Staples
753-7083
Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal
Retaining Walls

Seeding
Lawn Cleanup
Bed Mulching
Edging

?h.

Free
Estimates

Travis Asphalt Sealing
Business Parking Lots
Driveways
Locally Owned
Competitive Rates
(H) 502-753-2279
Travis
V
V
V
V

Tony
Owner

(W) 502-559-7489

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-436-574A1
.1L-S00-548-526.2
LICENSED 8 INSURED Fres Estigooses
24 Hr. Service
Hodge Triotoreiog
Tree Sproyiog
Tree di Stamp
Removal

Tree Trilogy:sag
Cleatimp Service
Full Luis of
E-4,41,04,4

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Top'g

502-759-9672
630 N 4th Si (Nest to Lasstter Plaster) • Mornq
A DIVISION OF SOtal LER N WAIA, SYSTFMS, INC.

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

;no
Used
Trucks
1987 MAZDA B2200, good
shape/ runs great. High mileage, sunroof, chrome
rims. Asking $2,000. Call
901-782-3405, after 6pm.
1988 CHEVY Slivered°
C1500 SWB, stepside,
loaded, 70xxx miles
436-2794 or 742-3596
089E4
1990 DODGE D-150, V-8,
loaded 435-4361

cusTosi woODWORKiNG
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: liCENSED for electric and
Factory trained by 3 major gas. 435-4358.
All Types Of:
manufacturers. All work
Custom Woodworking
and parts warranted. Ask METAL ROOFS Stop re&
for Andy at The Appliance placing shingles. Go with
Kitchen
&
Bath
Cabinets
Works, 753-2455.
quality and style that lasts a
• Drop by and see our showroom
lifetime.
STOCKWELL
All
REPAIR.
APPLIANCE
!
-\\
4---.:. CV SUNBURY • MURRAYMURRAY(0B•hind Bunny Broad)
brands; Kenmore. 30+ CUSTOM METAL ROOFING.
We
also
install
winyears experience. BOBBY
dows, siding & soffit Call
•
HOPPER, 436-5818.
today- 759-4985.
Appliance Repair Service
MICHAEL'S TransmisProfessional- Dependable
sions. Complete overtsaul
502-767-9652.-on late model, domestic,
BACKHOE Service - ROY overdrive transmissions.
HILL. Septic system, drive- ASE Certified in automatic
ways, hauling, foundations, & manual drive transmissions. Call 753-0152.
etc. 759-4664.

[- Need Extra
Cash?
I Run a Classified. —

Air
e•atilik!:rr- '
ii,

-,....

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1997
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MIDWAY fence Co.
Chain link & vinyl fence at
reasonable
759-1519.

IE

ay

MIIM Lawn Mowing
753-0023.
MOODS Mower Repair.
Pickup and delivery.
753-5668
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers. Local and Out of
State Moving. 767-9630.
MULCH delivered, Murray
436-5560.
PAINTING. Interior- exterior. Free estimates. Home
repair 436-5032.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.
SAFARI Complete Lawn
Care Mark Lamb
436-5791.

ner
039
434
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2279
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SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co.
753-6433.
STOP endless painting
with vinyl siding & trim.
20yrs experience. Bill
Speed 502-856-4098.
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

VINYL R•placement
Windows- special this
month. Call for free estimate. Morris Property Management 750-4509.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

Find a new best
friend or a new home
for those extra
puppies or kittens in
our Classified pages.
Check under
"Pets For Adoption"
and "Pets For Sale".

THE Gutter Co Seemiess
aiuminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, .hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9-12, 1-5. Free estimates. Visa/MC accepted.
753-0530.
c.60
To
Fret

Column
FREE: Black Lab puppies.
Also have free cats & kittens. 753-9491.
FREE Rabbit cage Phone
753-7331

'Vette takes
its place at
Smithsonian

,

placo a Chiseled ad
of port ow. cad
753-1916.
Murray
Ledger Ak
Times

Members of the Class of 1947 recently celebrated their 50th anniversary N graduates of Murray State University.
Several class members attended a luncheon officially inducting them into the Enwitus Club at Murray State. The
class photo includes (top row,from left) Guy Gardner, Monticello, IN.; Hewlett Cooper, Murray; Johnny Alexander,
Nortonville; Pat Wilkins, Benton;(row two,from left) Betty Chambers Scott, Murray; Dr. Hunter Hancock, Murray; Vito
Brucchieri, Louisville; Tommy Walker, Brentwood, Tenn.;(row throe, from left) Senora Vannerson McCain, Brazil,
Ind.; Dr. EB. Morgan, Louisville; Fay Nell Anderson Flora, Murray; Teresa Chaney Arwood, Memphis,Tenn.; Louise
Herron Watson, Minion;(bottom row,from left) Bobby.Berry Tucker, Denver,Cob.; Aline James Paschall,Sullivan,
IN.; Hazel Meacham Matthal, Murray; Janet Lyles Bunn,Savannah,Tenn.; Melodean Darnell Hicks, Hardin, Ky.; Jeane
VanHooser Lyles, Paducah.
--MSU photo by Sherry McClain

Newfound gene may
make people short

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
1991 Corveue, not the oldest car
or the fastest but one of the
flashiest, was enshrined Monday
in the Smithsonian's National
Museum of America History as
its first American racing sports
car.
"By most people, it is considered the Grand Sports Corvette of
this generation," said Tommy C.
Morrison, president of Morrison
Motorsports, Inc., who donated
his car 92 to the Smithsonian.
No. 92, its white paint obscured by the decals of sponsors,
finished 4th in class and 11th
overall at the 24 Hours of Daytona and 6th in class and 16th
overall of Sebring in 1991.
Spencer Crew, director of the
museum, called the car "an important automobile" that belongs
in the Smithsonian's eclectic
collection.
It takes its place in Transportation Hall across from a Conestoga Wagon and Evel Knievel's
1972 motorcycle, and next to a
Chrysler turbine car built in
1964, which was described as
"an intriguing concept that didn't
fly."
"This is the ultimate place for
a car," said Morrison after a
short ceremony. "It's the ultimate honor to have a car in the
Smithsonian."

"Give me one good reason
to contribute to The Red Cross

U.S. Senator Wendell Ford (D-KY) spoke at a recent Capitol RI news conference regarding introduction of
his legislation to save American textile jobs. The "Customs Enforcement and Market Access Act" would
crack down on Illegally shipped goods into the U.S. while opening foreign markets to American products.
Over 40,000 Kentuckians are employed In the textile industry. Pictured with Ford are Sens. Ernest Hollings
(D-SC) and Thad Cochran (A-US), cosponsors of the legislation.

Search for culprits begins in scam
TORONTO (AP) - The
search for a jungle El Dorado is
over; the search for culprits in an
astounding gold mine fraud has
begun.
Half a world apart, Canadian
and Indonesian authorities
opened investigations Monday
into how Bre-X Minerals, a tiny
exploration company from Alberta, managed to convince
countless experts and investors
that a tract of land in Borneo
contained the biggest gold find of
the century.
After two years as a stock
market superstar, Bre-X was suddenly a pariah after an independent consulting company reported
Sunday that the Busang site was
worthless. It said thousands of
seemingly promising crushed
rock core samples collected by
Bre-X had been doctored with
gold from elsewhere in a scam
"without precedent in the history
of mining."
Partners in the Busang project
promptly jumped ship. The Indonesian government, which held
a 10 percent stake, vowed to punish whoever was responsible.
New Orleans-based FreeportMcMoRan Copper & Gold which first cast doubts on MIsang's value in late March said it was withdrawing from its
planned partnership with Bre-X.
The company that reported the
fraud, Strathcona Mineral Services, did not attempt to fix
blame for the tampering, but offered to assist in subsequent investigations. Industry analysts
said it seemed clear that some senior Bre-X personnel were involved, but there was no consensus whether the culprits were
Canadian-based executives,
geologists in the field, or both.
Mining analysts say only a
small amount of gold - perhaps
a few pounds- would have been
enough to doctor the Bre-X samples to make them appear Busang
was a world-class gold deposit.
Bre-X's president, David

••••pi•••••••••••

Walsh, who launched the Busang
project from his Calgary basement while bankrupt in 1993, expressed shock at the evidence of
tampering and said his company
would conduct its own
investigation.
Walsh, 51, sold off some of his
Bre-X shares last year, along
with other senior company officials, who together reaped more
than $56 million in profits.
They have been targeted by at
least eight class-action lawsuits
in Canada and the United States
alleging that Bre-X executives
misled shareholders about Busang's potential while selling off
some of their own shares.
The Ontario Securities Commission and the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police also are investigating aspects of the Bre-X
affair.
Trading in Bre-X on the Toronto Stock Exchange, NASDAQ
and other markets has been suspended indefinitely. Share prices
already had plummeted more than
80 percent March 27, following
Freeport-McMoRan's announcement that its preliminary tests
showed little trace of gold.
In Indonesia, the investigation
may focus on Bre-X's chief
geologist, Michael de Guzman,
who plunged to his death from a
helicopter March 19. Bre-X
claims he committed suicide because of despondency over his
health, but his family believes he
may have been murdered.
De Guzman died en route to a
meeting with officials from
Freeport-McMoRan, and some
analysts believe he may have realized the U.S. company had begun. to suspect Busang was a
hoax.
Before doubts began to surface, Bre-X appeared to be one of
the most spectacular successes
ever in Canada's often turbulent
mining sector.
Tantalized by ever-increasing
estimates of Busang's value up to $24 billion - investors

drove up the price of a Bre-X
share from pennies in 1993 to
more than S200 last year. Powerful forces in Canada and Indonesia - including major mining companies and two children
of Indonesian President Suharto
- jockeyed for a stake in the
project.
The Bre-X debacle has raised
questions about how some of Canada's most prominent securities
firms could have touted so enthusiastically a stock that now appears worthless. Pressure is now
building to require independent
confirmation of claims made by
exploration companies.
"How did we get so far along
the process without somebody
ringing alarm bells?" wondered
George Duncan, president of Accurassay Laboratories, a mining
consulting firm.

NEW YORK (AP)- Why are
really short people so short? It's
largely a mystery. But now scientists have discovered a gene that
might cause some cases.
Followup work might help scientists understand the biology of
what determines a person's
height and lead to new drugs that
could make short children taller.
The study defined "short" as
belonging to the shortest 2.5 percent of the population. That's a
standard cutoff. For American
men, that translates to about
5-foot-4 and under; for American
women it's just under 5 feet.
Nobody knows exactly why
most people in this group are so
short. Genes clearly play a role,
but few genes that stunt growth
have been identified. Other factors like nutrition and environment also clearly enter in.
Most of these people are
healthy, so medical conditions
can explain only a small
percentage.
The newly found gene is called
SHOX. Researchers found it was
damaged in one person out of a
group of 91 healthy short people,
or less than 1 percent.
The mutation didn't show up in
300 DNA samples from people of
normal height.
The short person who showed
the mutation was a girl who stood
35 inches tall at age 4. On average, girls in the United States are
about 40 inches tall on their
fourth birthdays.
The researchers looked at DNA
from several generations of the
girl's family, which lived in Germany. They found the SHOX
gene flaw in all five family members who met the criteria for
shortness, but not in three family
members who didn't.
The SHOX gene is a "strong
candidate" for causing some
cases of shortness, researchers
from Germany, the Netherlands
and Japan write in the May issue
of the journal Nature Genetics.
Dr. Judith Ross, a pediatric endocrinologist at Thomas Jefferson
University in Philadelphia, called
the results provocative. But it
would take more work to prove

that a mutated SHOX gene really
makes people short, she said.
In the analysis of the German
girl's family, the result depended
heavily on the definition of
"short," she said. Two family
members who were classified as
normal height would have been
called short if they were less than
an inch shorter, she said.

Every day, our volunteers are in
your neighborhood with helpful
programs that keep families safer

+

American
Red Cross

Help Can't Wait

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAYfor Wednesday,
May 7, 1997:
Attractiveness peaks this year. You
feel like the world is being offered to
you on a silver platter. Get more
physical, and develop a new active
hobby or sport. Children and loved
ones may be combative;handle them
with your customary finesse. You
will walk through a door that could
involve travel or education. You are
somewhat intuitive, discerning fact
from gossip. Use your moneymaking
abilities. Ifyou are single,don'tcount
on that status lasting. A suitor could
be adoring atfirst,then become challenging. If attached, plan a special
trip together. GEMINI gives solid
financial advice.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Overcome an obstacle by the
afternoon. Goodwill flows,and ideas
multiply. Active discussions demonstrate resourcefulness on all sides.
Spend time at the gym,and make a
commitment to a new exercise program. Summer is coming! Tonight:
Finish errands.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Softness marks interactions. Reach out for someone who is
at a distance. Discussions need to
involve an incubating idea, and perhaps another approach. Travel and
education could mix. Let your ingenuity open up fixed situations. Tonight: Indulgence works.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Take care of minor, yet
complicated details this morning.
Feelings are unusually sensitive;
have a quiet chat with a partner.
Your sense of direction is strong,
and you are determined to make a
point. Check on an investment. Tonight: Your smile melts barriers.
CANCER(June 21-July 22) .
*** Focus on a friendship. Others
are in the mood to go along with your
plans. A softapproach wins friends
and opens up doors. An associate
has wonderful suggestions;go along
with them. The day gradually slows
down. Tonight: Take a night off.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** A boss lets you know how
much he- values your work. Ideas
that you suggest are positive. Take
action, and create more of what you
want at work. You are tempted to
spend money to make a long-desired
event happen:Tonight:Further your
cause among friends

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Exciting insights come, if
you honestly explore all possibilities. Your sense of humor plays into
a decision. You have much energy;
direct it appropriately. A new admirer lets you know what he thinks
of you. Take the lead in the evening.
Tonight: Work late.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You are amazed by the
support a partner gives you. Discuss
emotional and professional investments. Instincts are right on with
this person. Clean the slate. Check
out a possible trip. Jump on an opportunity.Tonight: Follow a friend's
helpful suggestion.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Ask,while another is likely
to say yes. Do not do anything halfway. A male friend encourages you
to take the course you have been
eyeing. Be positive. Your ideas are
inspired; follow through. Make time
for a partner. Discuss a business
matter. Tonight: Make it romantic.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Charge into your work,and
complete the task at hand.You need
to take time to generate a little office
public relations. A financial matter
is not clear at this point, even if you
think it is under control; further
investigation is necessary. Take
charge, and move on with a key
project. Tonight: Socialize.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Imagination is high; determine what you would like to change.
A loved one is responsive and wants
to please. Read between the lines
with a co-worker. Get chores done.
You will be unusually successful,
though it may take awhile to complete a key task.Tonight:Push hard.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You are building your future
on strong foundations. You will gain
great pleasure by sprucing up your
home, even if it is simply adding a
plant or two. A partner's efforts help
a situation turn itself around. Tonight: Be your naughty self
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A positive endeavor and
softer words could add to the quality
ofyour interactions. Another adores
talking and sharing with you. Do not
let a child or loved one get to you.
Humor is healing. Expenses.could
get out of whack. You know what to
do. Tonight: Pay bills.
BORN TODAY
Singer Teresa Brewer (1931), filmmaker Amy Heckerling(1954),football Hall of Famer figure Johnny
Unitas(1933)
* * *

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!
* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
Members of Murray High School's Project Graduation committee are
shown working on decorations for Project Graduation, which is May 23
following graduation. Shown (from left) are Joan Krieb, Tom Yllianor,
Karen Alexander, Mary Leary, Gary Johnson and. John Krieb.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
ftz

Tea years ago
Calloway County Road Department Grader Operators Bill Leath
and Harry Pounds line up for
another pass at the pad for the
speculation building to be built
by Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corporation at the industrial park on U.S.
Highway 641 North.
M.C. Garrott writes about attending the breakfast with Gov.
Martha Layne Collins at Frankfort on the day of the Kentucky
Derby on May 2 in his column,
"Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a girl to
Lesia and Anthony Gallimore and
a boy to Ralph and Denice Reed,
April 28; a girl to Susan and
Ronnie Evils, April 29; a girl to
Judy and Raymond Merrell, April
30.
Twenty years ago
Kevin Bowen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Bowen, is valedicorian, and Patricia Melvin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, is salutorian of Calloway County High School Class
of 1977. Teri Morris, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Morris,
third; Linda McCuiston, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Mason McCuiston, is fourth; and Margaret
McCallon, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jewell McCallon, is fifth.
Murray Middle School Band
won top honors at the Paris Fish
Fry at Paris, Tenn. Charlisaa
Ford, Seventh Grade Signal Major, and Valerie Wynn, Eighth
Grade Signal Major, are pictured
with the tro•hies.

Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Mart Hale,
April 28.
Thirty years ago
Danny Kemp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.C. Kemp of Murray, has
been named as "Outstanding Senior Boy" at Murray State
University.
James Dale Gantt, senior honor
student at Murray University
High School, is one of 12 finalists in the University of Kentucky
Student Forum's "Outstanding
High School Speech Student of
the Year" competition.
The Grand Jury of the May
term of Calloway County Circuit
Court, returned 12 indictments in
its report to Circuit Judge Richard Peek. The jury also made
its reports on various properties
owned by the county.
Forty years ago
Work is progressing on the
widening of the entrance to North
16th Street from Main Street.
Pictured on May 4 is the student body of Lone Oak School,
located on the east side of Calloway County, in 1903.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Schmidt, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Raldy Puckett, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Brien
Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Moody, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Cassity, Jr.
Murray Rose and Garden Club
had a luncheon meeting at Kenlake Hotel. Mrs. G.B. Scott presented a program on
"Perennials."

DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 6, the 126th day of 1997. There are 239
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Sixty years ago, on May 6, 1937, the hydrogen-filled German dirigible Hindenburg burned and crashed in Lakehurst, NJ., killing 36 of
the 97 people on board.
On this date:
In 1861, Arkansas seceded from the Union.
In 1882, over President Arthur's veto, Congress passed the Chinese
Exclusion Act, which barred Chinese immigrants from the United
States for 10 years.
In 1889, the Paris Exposition formally opened, featuring the just.
completed Eiffel Tower.
In 1895, legendary silent-screen star Rudolph Valentino was born in
Castellaneta, Italy.
In 1910, Britain's King Edward VII died.
In 1935, the Works Progress Administration began operating.
In 1941, dictator Josef Stalin assumed the Soviet premiership, replacing Vyacheslav M. Molotov.
In 1942, during World War II, some 15,000 Americans and Filipinos on Corregidor surrendered to the Japanese.
In 1954, medical student Roger Bannister broke the four-minute
mile during a track meet in Oxford, England, finishing in 3 minutes
59.4 seconds.
In 1960, Britain's Princess Margaret married Anthony ArmstrongJones, a commoner, at Westminster Abbey. They divorced in 1978.
In 1962, in the first test of its kind, the submerged submarine USS
Ethan Allen fired a Polaris missile armed with a nuclear warhead that
detonated above the Pacific Ocean.
In 1981, Yale architecture student Maya Ying Lin was named winner of a competition to design the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
Ten years ago: CIA Director William J. Casey died at age 74.
Democratic presidential candidate Gary Hart held a news conference
in Hanover, N.H., in which he denied ever having an affair with
Miami model Donna Rice, but declined to say whether he'd ever committed adultery.
Five years ago: Former Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev delivered a speech at Westminster College in Fulton, Mo., where Winston
Churchill had spoken of the Iron Curtain; Gorbachev said the world
was still divided, between north and south and rich and poor. Actress
Marlene Dietrich died at her Paris home at age 90.
Today's Birthdays: Baseball Hall-of-Famer Willie Mays is 66.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: I recently read in the
paper another account of a young life
lest in a car accident. 1 live within 30
miles of two universities, and I can't
begin to tell you how many accidents
of this kind we have each year. The
young driver wasn't drinking or speeding. She was reaching down to pick up
a CD she had dropped. She swerved

DEAR BECAUSE: Younger drivers are particularly at risk for
this type of accident because they
are more easily distracted and
less experienced at regaining control of a vehicle — but everyone
should heed your warning.
The law in 49 states now mandates that everyone in an automobile wear seat belts, and that
has saved many lives. However,
nothing is as important as paying
full attention to the task at hand
— and that means keeping both
eyes on the road and both hands
firmly on the wheel.
***

DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
"Ashley" for three years. During this
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on many issues, and are very close to
getting married.
There is one issue that stands in

the way. Ashley feels that it is OK to
keep secrets from each other. By
secrets, I don't mean things from the
past, but current day-to-day matters.
For example, when I ask who she was
talking to after she hangs up the'
phone, or inquire about her activities
if we haven't seen each other for a few
days, she thinks I'm prying.
I don't think I can ever trust someone who withholds things from me. I
feel that for two people to be really
close, there can be no secrets. Her
withholding creates a sense of insecurity in me. Abby, is it normal for
people in a relationship to withhold
information from each other?
SECRETLY WONDERING

off the road, overcorrected, and
slammed into another vehicle. She
and her passenger were killed instantly. The people in the car she
struck were lucky; they were only
badly bruised and shaken.
My husband is a tow truck driver
who often has to gather up what is
left after one of these senseless accidents. Our hearts break for the
friends and families of these precious
young people. Please, Abby, remind
drivers of every age: Do not try to find
something you have dropped, change
the radio station, tape or CD, read,
apply makeup, shave, or dial a cell
DEAR WONDERING: If you
phone with one hand while you are cannot stop questioning
and
driving! It takes only a second or a .she is unable to be moreher
forthglance away from the road to drift and coming, the two of you are facing
lose control of your car.
a serious obstacle. I urge you to
BECAUSE I CARE, seek counseling and resolve it
COLFAX,WASH. before you marry.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
NOW, IF YOU WOULD, I'D LIKE AN
IDEA OF YOUR PRICE RANGE,
PLEASE

time we have learned a great deal
about each other, have compromised

What Can Possibly Defeat Me?
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

tious, you wind up making the contract. Assoon as dummy comes down,
NORTH
you can see that the only real danger
+ A 74 2
is the possibility that West's heart
K654
lead is a singleton.There is certainly
•J 7 6
a reasonable possibility that East's
+95
opening heart bid was based on a
WEST
EAST
six-card suit.
•Q 10 8 5 3
•K J 9 6
The next step is to consider
9
11,QJ 10 732 whether there is any way ofaverting
•9 5 3 2
•A 8
a heart ruff. That is a normal ques+643
+A
tion to ask yourself when danger
SOUTH
looms on the horizon.
—
Once you've gotten this far, it
V A8
should not take long to find the
• K Q 104
winning solution. Accordingly, you
46KQJ 10 8 7 2
win the heart lead with dummy's
The bidding:
king, play the ace ofspades, and on
West
North East
South
it discard the ace of hearts!
Pass
Pass
1V
5+
The rest of the play is anticlimacOpening lead — nine of hearts.
tic. At trick three you lead a trump.
East wins with the ace and returns
Assume you get to five clubs on a heart. You ruff, draw trumps,
conthe bidding shown and West leads a cede a diamond to the ace,and come
heart. If you are a happy-go-lucky home easily with 11 tricks.
sort, it does not take you long to go
The hand is simply a further ildown on the hand.You win the heart lustration of how a truly careful
lead with the ace and play a trump. declarer goes about the business of
East takes the ace and returns a nailing down a contract that might
heart, which West ruffs. Sooner or otherwise fail."Whatcan defeat me?"
later you lose a diamond trick and go he asks himself, and he then takes
down one.
every step possible to overcome the
But if you're by nature more cau- incipient danger.
Tomorrow: When to win a trick.

If you trust her, you should not
need to know to whom she was
talking every time she hangs up
the phone, nor should you grill her
about her activities in your
absence. On the other hand, part
of a healthy level of communication between couples is the sharing of information through normal
conversation.
Remember, there is a difference between keeping secrets and
maintaining privacy.
***

DEAR ABBY: Your response to the
New York woman who was uncomfortable with her husband's sexy
dance moves with other women made
my blood boil. Advising her to take
dancing lessons so she'd be a more
appealing partner harkens back to the
1950s when women were made to
accept all the responsibility for relationships.
Wake up and smell the coffee! This
is not about her skills on the dance
floor. It's about his selfish desire to
have it all — the stimulation and egogratification that comes with dancing
with other women, and the safety and
security of marriage and home once
the party ends. If he truly loved her,
as he claims, he would not persist in a
behavior that he knows makes her
unhappy and uncomfortable.
She doesn't need dance lessons. He
needs psychotherapy to find out why
he continues this subtly sadistic, passive-aggressive behavior toward a
woman who obviously loves him.
SIOUX CITY READER

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My family doctor
says that I have psoriasis on my face
and scalp — but nowhere else. He
believes that there is no cure or treatment. Do I have to put up with this
itchy irritant?
DEAR READER: Not necessarily.
Psoriasis is a common and chronic
skin disorder of unknown cause.
marked by raised, rough, silvery
patches of skin that can appear anywhere on the body, most frequently on
the elbows, knees and face. Psoriasis
is treatable.
First of all. I'm not convinced of
your diagnosis. Itchy areas on your
face and scalp could be due to psoriasis, but I'm surprised that your elbows
and knees are not affected.
Perhaps you are suffering from
another type of skin irritation, such as
CROSSWORDS
eczema, for which a different form of
therapy would be advisable. Thus, you
37 Associate in
ACROSS
need to see a dermatologist for a diaga fnendly
nosis.
Answer to Previous Puzzle
way
1 — to black
In the second place, there are many
40 — Network
5 Containing
treatments for psoriasis — if this is
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Tate" director
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drug called methotrexate, a medicine
45 Poetic foot
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beam (2
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skin cells multiply. thereby reducing
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the scaling and degree of irritation.
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star
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Once the dermatologist has con53 "Misery" star
16 Game of
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To give you more information, I am
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sending you a copy of my Health
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57 Earth (comb.
22 Female ruff
Report "Eczema and Psoriasis.'
5-6 1-997 United Feature Syndicate
form)
23 Actor Alastair
Other readers who would like a copy
58 Crude
should send $2 plus a long, selfstyle)
metals
marriage
24 Foot part
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4 Urge
9 Snug as —
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DOWN
5 Slumbering
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6 Park for wild
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have lactose
player
—
19 Command to
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East Elementary — Margaret Gibson
I think my mom is special
because she takes care of me. I
know she loves me and I love
her. I want to make her happy.
Brandon Underhill

I

love my mom because she is
sweet and nice. She lets me have
money to buy something at WalMart. I think I will do something
for her. I will clean up the house

Happy Mother's Day

A Mother is friend for all time,
to cherish and protect,
as her achievements will linger
for generations.

Finer Gifts 13ridal Retry
Vintaje Rose 11 I South 4th .-.1.treet 759-2100
Open Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00
r

VCR

with Built-in IlilliessTERECIII

• VCR Pius. On-Screen
• Rebates Available on the
Programming
Following Models VI14126.
• Stereo Hi•Fi with•Builvn
A41S6, VR4176. VR425614F
MTS Stereo Decoder

• 4-Head HO Double
Azimuth Video System
• Automatic Digital Pi.•sture
Tracking
_
$28500

27

TV

and wash the dishes and take the
laundry. Mom if you read this I
would like to say I love you very
much!
Samantha O'Bryan
My mom is a loving lady. I
remember I fell and started to
cry, and she picked me up and
kissed me.
Lincoln Rowe
I love my mom because she
gives me what I want. She takes
care of me and I love her very
much. Every time we go on a
field trip she comes with me.
Mom and I always have a bunch
of fun at Opryland. We ride the
rides, we sit down and talk
together. She does so many nice
things to me and I really appreciate it.
Jeremy Todd
I love my mom because she
does things for me. My mom is
the best mom in the world.
Sometimes when I don't feel
good my mom will make me feel
better and my mom will let me
and my friends sleep over at each
outliers house. Also when I get
my clothes dirty my mom will
clean them she also cooks for me
and my family. Thais why I love
my mom.
Joe Ben Hendrick
She takes me to DQ.She buys
me toys sometimes.
Dustin Strode
My mom is very nice. I help
my mom make up the bed, do
laundry, clean the house and
cook supper. I love my mom alot
and never want to leave her.
Because she always takes care of
me. I love -you mom.
Natalie Elkins

The reason I love my mother is
because she takes care of me.She
keeps me clean and feeds me and
does my laundry. She lets me
watch her T.V. She lets me have
friends over to spend the night.
She buys me nice clothes. But
best of all, she loves me dearly.
Well, I love her back.
Irene Collins
I love my mom because she is
a very good mother. She can
cook, play, and is naturally a
good mother.
Blake Ainley
I love my mom because she is
sweet.She is very kind. I love her
more than anything in the world
except God and Jesus. Thats why
I love my mom.
Tia Myers
I love my Mom because when
I'm sick she's by my side. She
appreciates me for who I am.
She'll accept you for who you
are. She's nice, loving, caring
and kind. She has a good sense of
humor. My mom's very nice.
Ralisha Oliver
I, love my mom because she
cares for me. She does my laundry and I appreciate it. I also
appreciate her fixing my supper.
That's why I love my mom.
Kristin Eldridge
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and she tries to get me
all the stuff I need. When I'm in
the truck it is fun to talk to my

with
sentry2 nor—emi
• MG.- High Contrast
Picture Tube
• New Surf's Up"' Favorite
Channel Selection
•C
tioeniitrSool undFlite"" Volume

SY2768S
v s.c^
jniversa
Remote

$429"
Mon.-M. 11-5p.m. • Sot. 5.12 p.m.

FREE DELVER - IN HOME SERVICE

Supervised

All Mothers & Daughters
A
A
A
Circle the letters as you find just a
few of the foods that you can chose
as part of this weight loss program:
Chicken, Shrimp, Egg, Steak,
Snapper, Cheese, Bread

• -

s

Professionally

ATTENTION!!

rrt. Qualify Goes in Before The Nam* Goes On.

Tucker
TV Sale* 9 Service
1230 State Route 121 N. • Murray • 753-2900

• See Page 3

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS'
FOR BOTH MEN 6 WOMEN

—

• New ICON Trilingual On-Screen
Menu Displays
• Multi-Purpose Timer
•Slate Color Finish
• Optional Custom Stand
available (KDY727DTi

mom. We take walk's on the lake
that's always fun, so is going
fishing. It's always fun to have a
mother around.
Amanda Wendt
I love my mom because she
usaully does alot of things I want.
She buys me ice cream. She
gives me haircuts I wani
Christopher Hill
I love my mom because she is
very kind to me. For example she
cooks me supper, does my laundry,she gets me toys,pets,shoes,
clothes, and other stuff I need.
Also she gets my hair cut when I
need it. She even takes me places
I like. For example Sunday April
6, 1997 she took me fishing. I
caught a two or three inches long
fish. The next day she took me to
Tator day too.
Curtis Wolfe
I love my Mom because she is
thoughtful, loving and, putting
up with me and I appreciate that.
She cares for me, my brother and
my daddy. She does my laundry
and she cleans up after me and I
care for her. I love you mom.
Joshua Cornett
I love my mom because she
buys me things that are special to
me and she always loves me and
she takes very good care of me.
She takes me places and makes
me things to eat. That's why I
love my mom so much.
Dean Brown
I love my mother because she
loves me. She also takes me
places. She is nice. That is why I
Love my mother.
Scott Cook

HI-ENERGY

Medically
Approved
SEQ

My mom is nice to me because
is she took me on a vacation. My
mom is nice. She takes care of
me. She loves me very much. I
love my mom.
Jessica Lassiter

••
•••..•

If youi have been thinking about
calling\our center for your FREE
consultation, don't put it off any
longer. Join now and take advantage of our Mother's Day offer.
Now through May 11th. . Call

today!!
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East Elementary — Diane Patterson
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I love my Mom because she
helps me on my homework. She
takes care of me.She is very nice
to me. She spends time with me.
She is very pretty to me. She
buys me clothes and food. I love
my mom anything in the world.
Crystal Brumley
I love my mom because she
works day and night just to have
food for me. She sometimes
takes me places if she has the
time and the money. She would
buy me things when I didn't
deserve IL She would help me
with my homework and remind
me to do my chores during the
days. Thats why love my mom.
Ryan Berberich
I love my mom because she
takes care of me and she lets my
friends come over alot on the
weekends. She works for the

food I eat and the clothes! wear,
thats why I love my mom.
Cassie Serratt
I love my mom because she is
nice to me and she buys me-toys
and clothes. Also because she
takes good care of me and she
also shows her love to me. I love
my mom mostly for bringing me
to life and for giving me to older
brothers. I love you the mostest
Mom.
Cassie Burkeen
I love my mom because she
plays games with me and she
helps me on my home work and
other things. I also love my mom
because she take care of me, but
most of I love her because she
loves me.
Jimmy Johnson
My mom is special to me for
alot ofreasons.Some ofthem are

because she takes care of me.She
cares about me.If! want to play a
sport shell let me play. She buys
me stuff that I need and sometimes she'll buy me stuff that I
want even though I might not
need it. My mom loves me and!
love her. I couldn't ask for a
better mom like mine.
Cory Smith
I love my mom because I think
she's the best in the world. She
takes time for me.
Ryan Eaves
I love my mom because if it
wasn't for my mom I would not
be alive.
Robert Johnson
I love my mom is because I get
food to eat and clothes to wear. I
love my mom very much. We go
places and eat at places together

and I like my mom. We love as
friends and we have fun in the
summer. We go to beach and we
go St. Louis to the games. My
moms name is Millie Kander.
The end.
Michael Birdsong
I love my mom because she
gives me things and she let's me
go anywhere I want. She lets me
stay out as late as I want if! don't
have school and she buys me
stuff.
Michael Martin
My mom is special to me
because she is a person that loves
and takes care of me and my
brother with disipline and love.

7

Some people don't like their
parents, like mothers but I do
with care and love. Sometimes
she gets mad at me but! still love
her. My mom does alot more
than love me,she cooks, cleans,
and helps me. Thats why I love
my mommy.
Lori Jenkins
I love my mom because she
cooks for me where I won't
starve. I love my mom because
she takes care of me when I am
sick. Anouther reson I love my
mother because she loves me and
cleans my clothes. My mother is

.•
•••

• See Page 4
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FROM PAGE 2
My mom is special becaues
she let me go to my friends house
alot. We play basketball. When
we get ready to go somewhere
my mom asks if I want to go.
Sometimes I go. Sometimes I say
no. She says ask if you can stay.
Some times she says no so I have
to go with her. We come back
home and I go back outside and
play.
Chris McGraw
I love my mom Cathy Mitchuson. She loves me and cares for
me. My mom understands me
and knows about school. She
misses me when I'm gone to my

Dads. I'm glad I have my mom!!
Amber Mitchuson
I love my mom because she's
nice, honest, and loveing. I love
my dad (Pop) because he supports my mom.I hate to admit but
I really love her. I love my mom
bunches and bunches around the
world and back agian.
ICaylee Potts
I love Mom because she loves
me and she does the laundry and
cooks. She is very nice and kind.
I love her a )ot!
Casey Darnell
I love my mom because she

takes me places and feeds me and
she loves me and she does my
laundry for me and she put a roof
over my head and she helps me
do my homwork when I just don't
understand it. I just naturally
love my mother because she
loves me.
Carl Barrow
I love my mother becuause she
is nice to me she buys me stufe
and gives me money. She loves
me and hove her alot. She is a
good mom. Sometimes she
spends a lot of money on me.She
buys me toys and buys me cards.
Michael Bishop

Words aren't always enough
to show your

Love...
Give Her Fragrances
By
Estee.Lauder.
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East Elementary — Sally Scott
I love my mom because I love
the way she helps me with my
homework. She helps me with
my hurts and problems. I love her
most because she loves me too.
Most of all my love for her
comes from my heart. Another
rcson is she is my mother and you
should love your mother's
Rachel Barber
I love my mom. I love my
mom. Why oh why you ask: M is
for my mom loving me forever
and always.0 is for owning all
the many things she's bought me.
M is for the music of my mom's
sweetness. M is for making me
believe in myself. Y is for you

Balloons for
any occasion!

mommy I love you!
Now does that answer your
question?
Cassie Fischer
I love my mom because she is
always there for me when I need
her.
I love my mom because she is
a careing loving person.
I love my mom because she
takes care of me when I'm sick.
I love my mom because she
owns Ropers Donut Shop and I
get to get free DONUTS!
I also love my dad but it's
Mother's day!
Tori Hornback
My mom is always their for
me. When need help she helpes
me. When I need to go some
where she would take me. She is
always their for me. So the way
the only way can repay her is by I
go shopping with her. So she is
really special to me.
Danny
I love my mom because she
buys me thing that I want. She
has kept me under sheter. She
also hot me clothing to wear. She
lets mc play sport. The most

Part)
Supplies

G.12

THE
PARTY
PALACE
Bel-Air Center
Murray

759-0200

othe

important thing of all is that she
take care of me and keeps me
well and that is why I love my
MOM.

Nathan Lake
The reasons I love my mother
are, she takes good care of me
when I am sick also because she
make be feel better when I get
depressed. I also so love my
mother because when I'm not
doing so well at hamtall practice
she cheers and it make me play
better. The reason I mostly love
my mother is she gave birth to
me. That is why I love my
mother.
Troy N. Lewis
I love my grandma because
when I am down there I can see
my cousins. And there names are
Chase, Brandone, Lurase. The
second thing I like is she loves
me that's why I like my grandma.
Nick Miller
I love my mom because she is
nice to me an she takes care of me
and buys me clothes to were, and
gives me food to eat. and things
to drink, and she also make me
feel good inside because she lets

Come see
4141,1
our
great gifts!
,
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me do some thing that I want do
do.
Aaron Stevens
I love my mother because she
was thankful that I was born even
though I don't live with my mom
she still loves me, but when my
mom comes and to seem I'm in
school most of the time when she
comes to see me she helps me
with my homework she cooks for
me cleans up after me and plays
games with me and my two

FRI

law
me.
and
go t

sisters Mandy and Andy and that
why I love my mom.
Zac Larson
I love my mom because she's
tooken care of me and helped me
on my work and cleans my
clothes she bought a house to live
in. And she fed me. I love my
mom because she loves me.
kJ. Coliens
I love my mom because she
take care of me and does my

has
hell
and
kep

• See Page 5
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so special because there is no
outher mom like her. I love my
mother because she is very nice.
What makes my mom so special
is that she buys me stuff to play
with. And that why I love my
mother very much.
Kyle Wade
My Mother is special because
she shows me her love by letting
me go places and she washes my
clothes! My mother never yells at
me either.
Joseph Winningham
Since shes my mother I love
her because she takes care of me
and she loves me. I also love my
mother because she is one neat

and my sister places. Those are
the reasons why I love my mom.
Austin Raspberry

how
me.

My mom is special to me
because she does a lot for me like
clean my cloths and food. She
also takes care of me and puts up
with me when I'm mean, and
loves me.
Shaun Beasley
I love my mother because she
loves me,she buys me stuff, she
allows me to do sports, she lets
me cook if I won't. She's nice and
kind to me. She makes sure I am
okay when I'm hurt. And so that
is why I love my mom.
Tori Hicks
MOM.
My mom is special to me
Stacey Rotterman
because she is caring and nice. I
also love my mom because when
I am sick she cares for me. My
I love my mom because she
mom is really, really special to
cares about me. My mom underme. I think my mother is the best
stands my fellings and listens to
mom in the whole world!
me.I want to thank her for giving
Nancy Robertson
birth to me and my two great'
I love my mom because she
sisters, one brother, and a great
does things for me and takes care
parent. I love my mom!!!
Krystal May Thorn
of me. She washes my clothes
and cooks for me. She takes me
I love my mom because she
to the store.
takes care of me and takes me
Eric Hodges
places and gives food to me.
I love my mom because she
Crystal ()Bryan
takes me places and feeds me.
I love my mom because she
She
also loves me because when
me.
I
of
care
loves me and takes
she is sick I cook and clean. I let
also love my mom because she
her sleep when she needs rest.
gives me food to eat and clothes
'Thais why I love my mom.
to wear. Even though she has to
Dan Manier
work she takes time to take me
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China House e
406 N. 12th St. • 759-2348

Super Buffet 7 Days A Week
'Come Let Us Treat You"
Buffet Open All Day Mother's Day
Hours:
Sun.-Thurs.
Lunch 11-2:30
Supper 4:30-900
Fri. & Sat.
Lunch 11-2:30
Supper 4:30-1000

COUPON
For Mother's Day
Mother's Get

50% Off
Sun.-Thurs. 4:30-9:00
Fri. & Sat. 4:30-10:00
Coupon Expires 5-31-97
'No Cash Value
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laundry and she cooks supper for
me. We go and have fun together
and teach our dog trick. We also
go to the movies and buy movies.
Joey Duncan
I love my mom because she
has taken care of me. and she
helped put a roff over my head.
and has gave me close, she has
kept me strait.
Kyle harper
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My stepmom is loving and
caring because she takes car of
me and she loves me very mush.
Also I help her clean the
house, wash dishes, and do the
laundry.
When I go up my real mom's
hous for the summer she misses
me.
I love her very mush.
Brittany Moore
I love my mom because when I
am sick she is there for me.I care
for her so much I wish she knew
how much I care and love her.
She is a sweet person. When
something is wrong she talks it
out with me. My mom has this
special touch that makes me feel
good inside.
I am so glad she is my mom.
Kristina Moore
I love my mom because...
She's was there for me when I
was getting picked on by my
brother. She's gave me a tape that
lye always wanted. and she's the
one that gave me birth. I love my
mother.
Jessica Quilam
My mom is nice and loving
she has taken care of me most of
my life, she stayed up with me
helping me with my home work,
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she would push me in the swig,
she would take care of me when!
was sick.
Gloria Fritz
I love my mom because she
clean my clothes. She take me to
my soccer practice. She feeds
food when I am hungry. When I
am sick she takes care of me.
Mark Anderson
My mom is special because
she is so funny and she loves me.
She makes me laugh she says
"yippee". She make me laugh a
lot. She is so cool. She works
down at Irvan cobb Resort! She
is scared to go on Jet Ski! She is
so nice,she takes care of me.She
buys me stuff like toys, food,
clothes and shoes.
Danielle
My mom is special in many
ways.She loves me for who!am.
She care's alot about me . She
goe's to church! She's a teacher at
church. She's a christian. She
care's when I get hurt. She care's
when I get sick. I lover her so so
so so so so very much! She take's
very good care of me!
Nickie Stewart
I love my grandma because
when I am sick she helps me to
get well an when I get hurt she
make me feel well that why I love
my grandma.
Jacob Roach
I love my mom because she
cares for me. Whenever I have
something wrong she is always
there for me.Sometimes she gets
grumpy but I still love her because she is my mom.If anybody
was in the place of me I think

Special Mother's Day
Buffet
ars
Oreit

r4

at

PRIME RIB HOUSE
Featuring Prime Rib, Turkey Breast, Ham
Hot Veg.

Desserts

Salad Bar

they would feel the same way as
me!
Michelle Baker
I love my mom because she
loves me and if she could she
would get me anything I wanted.
I now that she cares for me.If she
didnt care for me then she
wouldnt love me I now my mom
thinks about me and my sister
and I care for her to.
Charles Hart

My mom is my pal because:
she has helped me through some
hard times. She is a great fisherman, she caught a five pound
smallmouth bass on a cane pole!
She is a great influenc on me and
everybody in my family.
Also she is a attractive person.
She has a smile like the sun. The
eyes as green as grass. Most of all
a heart of GOLD!
Natalie Lyons

To Celebrate Mom On
411. Mother's Dar"
%

OFF

STORE

ID

• Lamps
.040
• Furniture 411.11
• Accessories
• Prints
• Frames
• Sterling Silver and
Gold Jewelry

$795
Only
Sun 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
753-4864
Located 1 mile on 121 N.
(Next to Tucker 7V)

.200Io off for morn
with this coupon
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Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
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Wilson
I love my mom. She is nice to
me. She by's me cloth and shose
when I need them. She takes me
and my borther to place in town.
She lets us on Friday night's
sometimes go to pagalai's. She
sometimes let people spiend a
night with me. I love my mom.
Kala Potts
This is why I love my Mom.
She is very special to me. I also
love her because she buys me lots

of toys and ice cream too. On my
Birthday we get to go to restraunts and to the park. After my
friends leave just me and my
mom go somewhere.
Anthony Fortenbery
I love my mom because she is
nice. She lets me keep my cat in
the house. When my dog got hit
by a car my mom took him to the
doctor and if my mom did not
take her to the doctor she coud
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have died.
Janssen Morton
I love my mom because she is
very kind to me. She takes good
care of me and hardly yell's at
me. She gits things for me. She
takes me places and buy's me
presents, huges me and kisses
me. She takes me out to eat. She
alway takes me to the movie
theater and she plays with me
alot. and she jumps on the trampoline with me som times.
Jeremy Daniel Smith
This is why I love my mom:
My mom is always nice to me
when I am hurt or picked on.
Sometimes I think that she dosen't understand, but then I realize she does. When I have homework that I think is to hard, my
mom is always there. That is why
I love my mom.
Kristin Smith

Murray's 2111 Nationally Certified Massage Therapists

Relief

This Mother's Day...
Treat Mom
To A Buffet
That'll Make
Her Day.
Enjoy delicious entrees and
casseroles; a large variety of
fresh vegetables, fruits, salads
and breads; and a scrumptious
selection of desserts
or choose

I love my mom beacuse nice,
sweet, kind, loving and caring.
My mom is realy creative but she
has to be she's a art teacher. She's
realy good at what she does she at
North for four years. My mom is
realy fun to be around.To me and
my two brothers she is the best
mom and is very speaical to use.
Charles Richard Warren
I love my Mom because she is
my mom. Lets my play in the
rain. She gave burth to me. She
puts up with me. She gives me
mony. She lets me go down the
creek. She lets me have a lot of
pets like snakes, lizerds, fish,
dogs and a birds. She gave me
my name, she lets me go on
adventures in the woods. She lets
me cook sumtimes, and she is
nice.
Duel C. Taylor
My mom is very special to me.

15 Minute Seated

Massage
$10.00

seated massage guaranteed to make
you feel better or your $$ back!

15 minute

- In Your Office or In Ours Available At The Following Locations:

Cutting Edge • Peach Blossom
Wallis Drugs
Gift Certificates Available
For Mother's Day!

Call For Dales And Times At
The Location Nearest You.
759-2170

FRi

She helps be when I need it and
does man9Pthings for me. She
may not realize how much I
appreciate all the things she does
for me.
Ryan Scott Stanger
I love my mom because she
let's me go places and let's me
have my friends over. My mom
is a very good cook. And my
mom helps me with my homework if I need help on it. Mom
you are the best. I love you very
very much.Happy Mother's Day.
Brittany Morgan
I like my mom because she is
the nicest mom I ever known,
shes sweet as honey, very kind,
shes as gentle as the summer
breeze, and just as loving as you
and me.
Amber R. Jones
My mom is a nice person
because she helps me when I
need help. She is a careing mom
because she cares about me and
when I'm hurt she takes care of it
she don't just walk off my mom
stays and helps me.So I think my
mom is the best mom for me.
Ben Letts
I love my mom because shes a
very nice women and shes beuitiful her name is Della Donnaly.
Shes the best mom I ever had
cause she took care of me better
than my real mom. My real mom
don't even take care of me never.
cause she spent 2 weeks with me
in 6 year I downt like that eathor
cause Della been whit me for 5
years. P.S. Your the best mom I
ever had in my hole life.
Courtney Imus

II See Page 7

9 oz. Ribeye Steak
with Buffet
For Only

"Cooked

$8.79

the way you'd cook it."

61!!
swum

But if you want to give her
something -to unwrap,
we've got ALL her favorites/
*Unique Collectibles
*Soaps & Toiletries
*Delicious Gourmet Coffee, Tea & Foods
*Candles, Potpourri & More!

Gourmet Gift Baskets

Awl"Mcetievne
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0440

kitchen & home
408 S. 12th St. - Murray • 753-0545
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I love my mom because she is
nice, lovable and hugable. Her
name is Tina Marie Haley. She is
always happy and is always
ready to help me or any body.
She is smart and knows alot
about alot of subjects, exept
engineering and math! She has
black hair and is about 5'7,
skinny and, has green eyes.
Jeremy Haley
You ask me why I love my
mom this is a very easy question
she cooks and cleans and does
nice thing and no matter what I'll
love her even when she walks she
has to use a cane. I will alway
love her just the same.
Halee Greer
Why I love my mom is because she is good to me. I love
my mom because she take me
place like to the shoe and the
skating ring and she buy every
thing I want. She also takes us on
vacation and when we go out to
eat she lets me get what ever I
want. When I am sick she take
great care of me. She never treat
me bad.
Rob Gingles
I love my mom because she

make the best chochlate chip
cookies. She loves me too.
Jonathan Frederick
I never realy thought about it.
Why i love my mom is that she
gave me a home, food, money,
fun,and lots more she has given a
ho lot to me and I am thankful.
Mom I love you. You are the
gratest! Happy Mother's Day!
Eric George
I love my mom because she is
caring, loving, helpful. I new her
ever seens I was a baby and she is
nice. That is why I love my mom.
Diana Fontano
I love my mom because she is
nice, and let's me do lot's of
things with her, plays me with
my games, let's me go skating a
lot with my friends, helps me on
plastic snap tight cars, and gives
me five dollers for allowance
ever week,and money for a good
report card. I love you very
much!
Josh Dunn
I think that my mom is special
because she takes care of me and
she makes sure that I am heathy.
She is aways there for when I

Our Blue & White
Collection is perfect
for Mother's Day.

Imus

-jfasmkAitk,

Here are all the convenience,value and
selection you love in a dramatic display of cards and gifts rendered in
wondrous shades of blue and white.
Mother's Day is May 11.

u\ADMORE
BOOK-1-CARD
759-9758
Chestnut Hills • Murray

need something or if something
happens to me she will always be
there no matter what and I think
that she is the greatest.
Tiffany Fiorino
My mom is very important to
me because she is the best mother
in the world! and she is very
pretty. She helps me with my
homework and other probles too.
She is very nice, gentle to me.
She is very smart and funny too!
She some times surprises me
with gifts. I love her very much!
Courtney Darnell
I love my mom because she
helps me do my home when Jam
having trouble with some thing.

She makes me something to eat
when I am hungry. When somebody ask me over she lets me go.
David Crouch
I have never thougt about why
my mom loves me but now I
know. My mother would not
have said Hove you for ten years.
If she did not love me. I would
not have lived in my home for ten
years. If you look really hard,
parents love there children
simply because they do. So always love your mother back.
Andrew Clark
My mom is really special to
me. I don't know what I'd do
without her she buys me my

clothes but I pick them out she
helps me when I need her but of
course I have to shout. My mom
provides food for me and buys
me lots of toys but most of all my
mom gives me a home. Yup I
don't know if I could live without
her. I love my mom and you
know what I always do this I
don't take the time to notice all
that she has given me. My mom
is really something special.
Amber Anderson
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Special Gifts
For Your
Special
Mom!
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North Elementary — Karen Bolls
The reason why I love my
mom is because she respects my
privacy because she knows that I
have secrets that I can't tell her.
The second reason why I love
my mom is because when she
gose so me where she sneaks me
out to go with her because my
brother always wants to go too.
The third reason why I love
my mom is because she is always
there when I need help on homework or need to tell her something.
Britney Polk
I love my mom because she
plays basketball with me. One
day I was playing basketball, and
my mom was watching me. So I
walked over there to her and told
' her,"I bet you can't beat me." She
said, "okay, lets play a game."
We played and played finally I
beat her. Now she wants to play
me all of the time so maybe she
can beat me.
She also goes coon hunting
with me and my dad. One time
we were coon hunting. The dogs
treed a coon. So my dad went to
the tree and me and mom stayed
in the truck. Then she told me a
ghost story. It really scared me
and by the time my dad got back I
was in a cold sweat.

H ArtE

She goes sledding with me
too. One time me and her were
sledding down a real steep hill.
She was going down and when
she got to the bottom she hit a
pile of dirt, and ramped the side
of it and flipped in her sled. She
hit the ground and it gave her a
bruise and that bruise is still there
today.
Chase Futrell
My mom is special to me
because when I have a problem
she sets down with me and comes
up with a soulvtion.
In the summer when I'm out of
school she will take a day off of
work and we will go shopping
just mom and me.
When I go with mom to the
post office she lets me put some
mail in the mail holders.
Halee Taylor Wyau
The day before report card
day. I was tring to find my
shoses, and I got mad. My mom
said, "I will help you" L said,
"thanks you always understand
me.
That night she was fixing
supper and she let me watch. It
smelled delicious. I told her it
was fascinating the way you
cook. Mom said, "thank you."

COLUCT1ON

of cherished
moments with mother,
from childhood on....

*Prints
*Photo Frames
*Sculptures
*Plants & Trees
*Framed Pictures
*Mirrors
*Collectibles
*Photo Albums
"Home of the Ultimate
in Custom Framing"

Mother's Day was observed in
1907 at the request of Anna Jarvis
of Philadelphis,PA,who asked her
church to hold a service in memory
of all mothers on the anniversary of
her mother's death. Throughout the
years, Mother's Day has become an
annual opportunity to thank Mom
for being the wonderful person that
she is. Don't miss the chance to tell
your Mom how special she is to
you on Sunday, May 11.

Now it was report card day,
my mom had always said you
will get a great report card. I did
and I especially love her for
saying thai
Misty Duncan
I love my mom because she's
there when I need her she also
gets me stuff when I need it.
also love my mom cause she
cares and loves me.
Shawn Stom
The reason I love my mom is
because she respects my privacy
like I want to be in my room by
my self.
Another reason is because she
comes from a nice family who
respects me and mom.
But one of the main reasons is
because she respects her elders.
Tyler Coursey
Three reasons why I love my
mom are she's always there for
me. Like when I was needing
help on math home work it was
division and I wasn't very good at
it, so she helped me until I got
better.
The second reason is she always takes care of me. Because
when I was sick I didn't want to
stay at home by myself so she
took off to stay with me.
The last reason is she does
everything for me. Because
when I wanted a pair ofDennis
Rodman shoes she said o.k.
Zachary Baker
My mom don't like to shop.
My mom thanks thery is to much
trafict. My mom is special to me.
I love my mom.
Henry Shane Burkeen
One thing why I love my mom
is because she respects my privacy and whenever I talk on he
phone she does'nt cut in on me.
Another thing why I love my
mom is because she takes me
places and buy me stuff.
I love my mom because every
time I see her I give her a hug. My
mom and me are the only two in
our family that like sports. My
doesn't ignore
me
mom
whenever I'm talking to her.

Whenever we play sports she
always lets me wen.
But when I'm sad or do,yin my
mom is always there for me. I
love my mom because next year
were going to disney land. We
chose next year because my little
brother will be bigger. But I love
my mom because she is my mom.
Justin Burkeen
My mom likes to go fishing. In
summer we go with her sometimes we try to catch a fish.
My mom also likes to talk on
the phone. I guess I am like her
cause hike to talk on the phone
to.
My mom also likes Daffy
Duck cause when we watched
Space Jam she died laughing.
My mom makes us respect our
dad cause hers died when she
was 13.
And those are some of the
reasons I love my mom.
Kacie Crass
I love my mom because she
teaches me to like everybody. If
she didn't teach me to like everybody I wouldn't have friends
today.
My mom plays games with me
that I really enjoy like tag and
hide and go seek. She makes me
very happy and makes me laugh
when she is it and trys to tag me
or find me.
My mom lets me invite kids
over even if she doesn't feel like
having kids that day. One time I
wanted to invite my friend Amber Anderson over but my mom
said "no." So I said "please" and
she said "okay." That made me
very happy.
Kalyn Fox
My mom is a person„Aliat
doesn't try to start trouble. She
doesn't go around calling people
name or saying bad stuff either.
She respects my privacy. She
lets me talk on the phone without
her listening.
My mom has a twin sister.
What I think is special about that
is both had four kids. My mom

• See Page 9
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had three girls and one boy and
my aunt had three girls and on
boy too.
And I care about my mom alot.
Jessica Greer
I love my mom because she's
always there when I need help.
One time I had trouble on my
school work and she was there to
assist me.
My mom also respects my
privacy. But when I feel like I
need to tell her something shes
always ready to listen.
I also love my mom because
she likes tojoke around. Like the
time when my friend and I were
playing outside and she came
around the back and scared us
half to death.
Jessica Kelly
I love my mom because she is
always joking. She alwiys finds
some way to make me laugh. It
helps when you're depressed.
My mom understands me. She
always knows what I'm going
through.
My mom helps me with my
homework. Whenever I'm stuck
on a problem she is there to help.
Those are some of the reasons I
love my mom.
Corey McBee
I love my mom because she's a
happy person. Whenever you see
her she has a smile on her face. If
something is getting me down,
she's always there to pick me up.
I also love my mom more
because she helps me out. If I
need a little bit of help on
homework she's there. A helpful
person, that's my mom.
And most of all she repects
me. After all repect is the most
important thing in a motherdaughter realationship.
Kassia McKendree
I like my mom becaise she
loves me and she is sweet. She
make me happy and she respects
my my privacey and feedes me.
Ben Robbins
The reason I love my mom is
she loves me. I think that is
imporant becuase not all parents
love there children.
A mother reason I love my
mom is becuase she plays board
games.She is tuff to beat. But not
all mom do not have the time.
Also my mom will ride bikes
with me, we just ride dolmen the
rode. We ride on wehen we are
bored.
Kyle Stacy
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privacy. And she knows every
once in a while I like to have
some privacy just like she did.
My favorite reason above all is
she's a loving careing person.
Because when I'm down or very
sad my mom is there for me
alway's. Just like her or every
single mom does. And her mom
too.
Andrew Taylor
One reason why I love my
mom is because she really likes
to play basketball with me
sometimes.
A few other reasons why,
I love her is because she's caring,
pay's attention to me, nice, respects me, and she buy's me
things I don't need, like basketball cards.
The main reason of all I love
her is because she loves me back.
Austin Wyatt

• See Page 10
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One Of A Kind Gifts For
That One Of A Kind Person
Closed
Sunday
May 11th
For
Mother's
Day

Mori imports
University Plaza On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri. 9-6: Saturday 9-5; Sunday 1-5

jeFI

The Essential- Day Spa
Murray's Only

Full Service Salon

Add Bea
Your
Try
AVEDA
Skincare
Products

Hair• Massage Therapy• Nails
Aromatherapy• Facials• Cosmetics
AVEDA & BIOLAGE Products
iv,• •
•e

Prom Makeover

FREE

Prom Gift Pack

with consultation &
makeup application
g • I

API
I love my mom because she
gives me money when I go to
vaction's with my friends. She
knows I don't usually save up my
money. And everytime she
want's me to have a great time.
My second reason I love my
mom is she respect's my privacy
a whole lot. Because when she
was a kid her parents respect her

•

Special- Gifts for Mom

Give A Gift Certificate
From The Essential
Day Spa For

Mother's Day!

•
• Call today for your appointment

7
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301 North 12th St. • Murray
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North Elementary — Janis Hicks
who she is. My mom and I love to
make things. One Sunday we
made a chocolate cake with chocolate icing. Mom and I try to
spend time with each outher as
we can.! never told any body this
but I know she love me to.
Lacy Morris
I love my mom because she
loves me. She takes care of me
when I'm sick, and she always

I love my mom because she is
nice. She takes me places. She
gives me money. She signs me
up for sports. She takes my sister
and I on trips. She has responsiblity. The one reason I love my
mom is she loves me to.
Jon Gordon
I love my mom in so many
.says the way she huges me and
t oyes me. Most of all because of
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Mother's Day Special
Blackened RtheYe S1
.99
W/Cajun Potatoes
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(inn & Cantina
The Hest Tex Alex
Food In The Area

Located on hill behind
Mineral Wells Pkg. Store
Paris, TN • 642-0255

Large Selection of Domestic & Imported Beer
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there for me when I'm "stuck in
the mud." Best of all my mom
tries to understand all my problems, and I appreciate that. P.S.
Happy Mother's Day
Emily Reeves
When my dad isn't home my
mom lets me play nintendo. She
also lets me ride my dirt bike.
Thats why I love my mom.
Joshua Reed
I love my mom because when I
was little she disciplined me so I
would know how to act. When

my clothes are wrinkled she irons
them. We will go somewhere just
mom & me. When my clothes are
dirty she washes them. When
something goes wrong she
makes it right.
Chelsea Cleaver
I love my mom because she
takes good care of me and my
brother were ever we are. I also
love my mom because she loves
just as much as I love her. My
mom also lets me get away with
things that my dad doesn't. When

my dad isn't home my mom lets
me sleep down stairs. I love my
mom very much, and! think she
is the best in the world.
Brittany Green
I love my mom because she is
sweet and loves me. I also love
her because she was the one that
brought me into the world. I love
my mom because she helps me
with my homework. I love her
because she plans fun trips for
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FROM PAGE 9
I love my mom because she
dose not yell at the as must as she
dose at my brother Jeremy.
I love my mom because we
both love cats. All kinds of cats.

Don't Get Your Head Chopped Off
For Not Shopping With D.K. Kelley...

I love my mom because she
make sure I get good grades.
Denesttiaa Waggoner
I love my mom because she is
nice.
I love my mom because she
respects my privace.
I love my mom because she
talks to me when I am mad or sad.
Christopher Jeffery Campbell
I love my mom because we go
evrey where and do everything
together we go to parcks together
like Diesney World and Six
Flags.
We also help with the chores
like putting stuff up,planting and
all sorts of stuff.
And sometimes we sneak in to

granma's pool to swim on a hot
day. But don't worry granma
deosn't care.
Kaycie Wyatt
My mother brought me into
this world. She tack care of,my
and fixes me my dinner. She
hleps my with my home work,
and buys me things I need. I love
my mon very much. Love Cody
Cody Geurin
She is allways there for me
when I get home from school.
The best thing about my mom is
she stays out of my business. She
always helps me with my homework. When I'm hurt she helps
me feel better.
Ryan Watson
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Happy
Mother's
Day!

Week &
Register
To Win
$50 Gift
Certificate.
Drawing held
Sat., May 10

Jackson&Thrkiric
DAVID AUSTIN'S ENGLISH ROSES
OkifashionedPm;andfragrance

Potted Roses
$795
Flowering hanging baskets,
ferns & more
table top fountains
starting at $4499
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Beautiful Mooming...
gifts for Mom
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garden statuary
& fountains
Open Mother's
Day
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Hoffman's

Ladies Fine Apparel
759-4512

305 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-7441

Mon.-Frl. 8-5; Sat. 84; Sun. 14
Hwy. 94 East
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FROM PAGE 10
my family and me.(One of those
places the Disney World.)
Elise Brittain
I love my mom because she
loves me and cares for me. She
gives me shelter. She gives me
food and clothes. Last, she gives
me time to just be a kid. Thats
why I love my mom. I know a
little poem that describes my
mom: Anyone can be a mother,
but it takes someone special to be
a mom!
ha Lynn Milgate
I love my mom because we go
to my best friends house. She lets
me go places by myself.
Jay Smith
I love my mom because she
brought me into this world and
she loves me as I am. She
brought my brother and my sister
in the world to play games with
me and so I won't be lonely. She's
always there when I'm frightened. I'm glad she's my mom and
I'm glad my grandpa brought her
in the world. There isn't any one
else better than her. She tucks me
in bed. I love her the way she is
because she's nice. P.S. Love
you.
Amanda Jean Hester
I love my mom because she
takes me places. I also love my

mom because she is nice and
when I have something I want to
talk about she lisins. Another
reason I love my mom is because
she lets me sine up for sports.
Chris Hopkins
Sometimes she lets me go
places and mow the yard. Sometimes she lets me have friends
over. That why! love my mom.
Jason McGehee
I love my mom because she
takes good care of me! Also
because if!didn't have a mom we
couldn't talk things out. I also
love her because she reads a
book to me and my sister before
we go to bed. Also because she
takes me and my sister Kelsey on
bike rides! I think that mom is the
best!
Tamara Harrison
I love my morn because she
loves me. She buys me toys to
play with,she buys me cloths so!
can ware and when I got in
trouble I would get punish and!
would learn from it to. I love my
mom because she helps me with
my homework and she helps me
plant the garden.
Kelsey Dial
I love my mom because she is
nice. She cooks and some times

she would let me cook with her.
She gets worried easly. She treats
me nice. She can get rid of fights.
She likes to listen to songs and
sings. Sometimes in the morning
she will make me a hard boil
eggs. I love my mom.I am proud
that I have the best mom in the
whole wide world.
Jessie Rose Rule
I love my mom because she
loves me too. She cares about me
and I care about her too. Every
body loves their mom. But nobody loves their mom like I do
mine. My mom is number I.
Cody Harrison
I love my mom because she
reads me stories at nigth, she
plays with me outside in the day.
I love my mom because she helps
me with my math. Sometimes
she makes want to laugh. I love
my mom because we sometimes
watch movies together.
Brooke Henson

Donna, my mother workes for
my clothes, food, education and
to pay the bills. I enjoy working
with her. On Saterdays she takes
me some place fun. My mom is a
grate mom.
Crystal Gream
I love my mom because she's
sweet and she takes us out for
dinner. She let me do a cake with
her and she let me do a cake by
my self when ever I want to.
Some time she let me play with
her.
Arwa Al-malki
I love my mom because she
feeds me and makes it possible
for me to go to school. She loves
me and cares for me while I'm
sick.
William R. Hiter

I take out the trash for my mom.I
help her cook dinner. I love
MOM.

Ricky Watson
I love my mom because she is
sweet and helpful. She has taught
me how to be like a Greer and a
Lamb. She has aways been there
for me, so I will aways be there
for her. That's why I love my
mom!
Lacey Lamb
The reason I love my mom is
because she lets me do things and
loves me very much.
Patrick Sharp

-4

I love my mom because she
makes my breakfast and she gets
stuff for me sometimes. I also
love her because she is my mom.
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give her terrific...

Fragrances
Elizabeth
Arden
5th Avenue
Gift
Set

CHICKEN FESTIVAL
•BBQ Chicken
'Cajun Chicken
•Fried Chicken
•Baked Chicken
•Chicken Stirfry

9

'Chicken Fajitas
'Chicken Strips
'Sweet 8t. Sour
Chicken
'Chicken Cacciatore
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North Elementary — R. Cunningham
The newspaper has asked
North Elementary 4th grade students to write why they love their
mom.I am going to tell you three
reasons about why I love my
mom.
My first reason is she takes
care of my family. Once she my
brother, sister, and myself all
were sick. We all were vomiting,
and she still took care of us, as if
she wasn't sick.
My second reason is she helps
me with my homework. One
time she was working on bills,
stopped to help me with a math
problem.

The third reason is she tries to
attend all my sports practices.
Once she wanted to go to one of
my practices but had to watch our
family. She thought we could
take the family to my practice,
and it worked.
I love my mom and she loves
me, I think it would hard to be a
mom.I think I have the best mom
in the world! That is why I love
my mom.
Trey Tindell
All the fourth graders were ask
to write an article on why they
love their mom.Now here is why
I love my mom.

OPENING FALL 1997
84 Utterback Rd.. Murray, KY

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

(The very BEST in Retirement
and Assisted Living
Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)

I love my mom because she
cares for me. She also is very
trustworthy. She helps me solve
problems when I don't understand them. She plays games
with me, and that is why I love
my mom.
Nathan B yerl y
I am going to tell you why I
love my mom.lam going to give
you five reasons why.
First, is that if I am sick she
will take care of me and takes me
to the doctor.
Second, is she cooks me good
meals and takes me places.
Third, is if I have homework
she will help me with it.
Fourth one is that she cares for
me every day and night.
The fifth and final one is, if I
get a new bike she will help me
learn how to ride it.
That is a few reasons why I
love my mom.
Courtney Jetton
I love my mom becouse she
shows me how to do things like
cleaning up my room. I have
three reasons why I love my
mom.
First, she cares about me if I
get hurt and sick. She takes me to
the doctor and gets me medicine
if I need it. Also she gives me
food to eat.
Second she helps me do the
iishes and helps me clean up my
oom.
Third she loves me and that is
he most important thing.
David Szemeredy
This article goes to a very
special mother. My mother is

For Mother's
iv Only ty'

very special to me. She is sweet
and pretty. I love my mother.She
buys stuff I don't need. This is
how I feel about my mother.
Jacob Thomas
There are lots ofreasons I love
my mom.There are three reasons
I would like to tell you about.
One reason is because she is
nice. If someone needs money
she will give it to them if she has
it.
Two,is because she is loveing.
One time I was sad and she
hugged me and made me feel
better.
Three,is because she is funny.
When she tells jokes she makes
me laugh, and when my friends
come over she makes them laugh
too.
That is why I love my mom
Tyler DeSoto
This is why I love my mom.
She is sweet I can count on her
not to tell a secret. She takes care
of me when I feel bad.She cheers
me up when I feel blue. She is
nice to me and other people.
Love Lindsey
I am going to tell you why I
love my mom. I will give you
three reasons why.
My first reason is she gives me
a good home. She cooks cleans
and does other things to make it a
better home,but I still do chores.
My second reason is she buys
me clothes and other things. She
gives allowance money for
chores I do around the house.
My third and last reason is she
gives me good education because she knows it is important
for me.
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Restaurant
Aurora, KY • Hwy. 68 East
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Just For Monti

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 9 a.m.
(502) 474-2202

5lappy Mother's Day

After working all day, making dinner, doing dishes
and driving car pools.. there's just enough energy to
pass ow!
This Mother's Day treat your Mom to a

49r-c-

from English Farms

cooked as desired.
includes drink

II See Page 13

Specialty Basket

Grilled Chicken
Breast Dinner

I/2 Price

The fourth graders are doing
an article on why we love our
moms.The reason it is important
is because we want to show our
moms we care and love them. I
can list four reasons why I love
my mom, Trina Lasater.
Here is one reason why I love
my mom is she loves me. I love
her because she is kind, and
gentle.
The third reason I love my
mom is she is nice. She is nice
because she is just that kind of
person who is always nice,
sweet, kind, gentle and loving.
The fourth reason I love my
mom is she understands. When I

glomirst
crif

Bring this coupon and receive

1 pc. Fish Dinner

I think my mom is so important to me. She will always love
me. I love my mom!
Ashly T. Clem
I love my mother because she
helps me when I'm down and
helps me understand that I can do
anything if I put my mind to it..
My mother has ways to help
me understand things. She is
always telling me to be a good
and loving person.
She is always helping me with
my school work. She also wants
me to take new responsibilities
and help people too.
She wants me to make my own
decisions and always do the right
thing. She also tells me that she is
always there for me if I have a
question, or if I need to talk to
someone. I love my mother slot
and she loves me.
Jammie Perry

Choose from delicious edibles including
Imported Chocolates, Cookies, Snacks,
Teas, and Coffees
and
Soothing Bath & Body Products, Beeswax
Candles, Notecards and more.

['ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS
10th & Arcadia Sta. • Murray • 753-0921
M-F 10-5 p.m.; Sat. 10-2 p.m.
* WE DELIVER *
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Cunningham...
FROM PAGE 12
do not gel a problem. She understands how I feel if something is
wrong. She also helps me feel
better. She makes me feel happy.
That is why I love my mother.
I also know she loves me too,and
hove her. Also mom has a good
sense of humor. I hope you
understand why I love my mom.
I think I have a real good mom.
Emily Lasater.
There are many reasons I love
my mom. I will tell you three
reasons why I love my mom.
These are why I love my mom so
much.
The first reason I love my
mom is because she loves me,
and has taken care of me ever
since I have been a baby. She
helps me with my art and piano.
She also lets some of my
friends come over when I get
bored. She helps me feel better
when I feel down and blue. When
I am sick she goes to the doctor to
get a strept test or helpful
medicine.
She always puts me into bed
and tells me stories about her life
as a little girl. My mom sometimes even says my prayer with
me.My mother and me take short
walks, and long bicycle rides to
my aunts house.
Those are three reasons I love
my mother, and she loves me.
That is why I love my mom.
Tara Hale

I'm going to tell you why I
love my mom. Here are a couple
of reasons why I love my mom is
she's loving, like if we ever need
someone to talk with she will talk
with us.
The next reason I love my
mom is she's a terrifec cook. She
can cook a lot of things.
Another reason is she tries to
let me play and do everything I
want to, like she lets me play
baseball,football,and take violin
lessons.
The last reason I love my mom
is because I just know that she
loves me.
Ryan Phelps
The fourth grade was asked to
do an article on why they love
their mom. If might be put in the
mother's day newspaper.
One reason that I love my
mom is that she lets me do after
school activities like percussion
emsemble.
The second reason is that she
is there for me when I need her
the most,she drives me to places
that I want to go to, like to
birthday parties.
My third reason is every
chance she can get off of work
and we are out of school we go to
places like during North Elennentarys mini break we went to
Gatlenburge Tennesse.
My fourth reason is that my
mom gives me lunch money
every day plus extra money to
get a Sunny Delight and breakfast. If! added all that together it
would be $2.05 a day.
My fifth reason is my mom
takes me as many places as my
sister goes with her friends, like
to the movies and then they go
eat afterwards. The next
weekend my mom sometimes
does not let my sister go to the
movies with her friends, and the
next time I get to go.
These are the things that I love
my my mom for.
Niki Hale
I'm going to tell you why I
love my mom. One thing about

I love my morn morf than I can
count. She is very sweet.
My mom has gone to every
game I have ever had. She has
always been there for tyg when I
needed her the most. She always
counts me in on stuff like shopping. I also love my mom because she has a good sense of
humor. She is very good about
liseening to me when I am in a
argument with my friends.
My mom is very understanding. She is very loveable and
kind.
My morn is my very best
friend. I will always love my
mom.
Keyshia Chadwick

why I love my mom is because
she teaches me new things like
how to swim and if I couldn't
swim I wouldn't be able to swim
in deep water.
Another thing about why I
love my mom is because she
buys me things to wear to school
when ever school starts. My
mom also buys me shoes to wear
to different places.
The third thing about why I

love my mom is because she
takes me places such as Opry
Land,so we can have fun and be
together.
My last thing about why I love
my mom is because she loves me•
and I think she is the best mom
ever.
Elizabeth Ochoa
I am going to tell you three
reasons why I love my mom.
First, she cooks and washes

my clothes. Sometimes she asks
us if we have any dirty clothes
and washes them.
Second, she loves me and
cares for me. Like when I'm sick
she helps me, and stays home
with me.
Third,and most of all she gave
me a good home, we love each
• See Page 14

Help Is Just Around The Corner.

29.99
44.99 Garden
Claw

JenningsTM 5-Ft.
Traditional Swing
Seat for total relaxation.

loosens &
cultivates soil, removes
weeds, blends fertilizer. No
bending or lifting. N 163 786 1

Unfinished mahogany. No
porch is complete with outone!

5-Quart Crock Pot
is great for big meals. Seethrough cover and removable
pot included. M 519 199 2

1125 S 349 100 1

Mother's Loving Hands

PAULA VAUGHAN

FRAME
VILLAGE
Downtown • Murray • 759-9853
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II Cunningham...
FROM PAGE 13
other. I love my mother, she is
great.
Nosha Whitley
The papers wants some fourth
graders to write about why they
love their moms. Here are three
reasons why I love my mom.
The first reason is, she believes in me. She also gives me
selfesteam when I need it most.
The second reason is, she

plays with me when I'm board,or
sometimes she will let me have
friends over if I'm board.
The third reason is, she tries to
help me with problems that I am
having trouble figuring out,
whether it is homework or deciding on something.
I love my mom very much!
Those are the three reasons why.
Joey Saddoris
Hear are four reasons why I

love my mom. First because she
tackes care of my family and I.
Because when I have a cold my
mom tacks me to the dockors.
Secount she cooks me something to eat when I get hungrey.
She also fixes my family and I
super.
Thered my mom loves me.
How I know that is she takes care
of me,and all the things she does
for me.

And forth she helps me with
my home work when I have
some. If! do not under stand the
problem our the questen.
That is just four reasons why I
love my mom. I could list more
but if I did it would tack a long
time.
Danielle Elaine Elkins
Most people that have moms
love them very much. I have
written below three reasons tell-

Meadowcraft®
One of America's Finest Outdoor Furniture MFG's

5 piece set
Table & 4 Chairs
List S1,252
Now

Action
Chaise Lounge
List $288

FREE
DELIVERY
AND
SET-UP

C

Now $169.95

SAVE

$749.95

40%
On
Entire Collection

Swing
with frame
List $636

Tea Cart
List $310
Now $185

Now $'9.95
Leg Chair
List $150

Glider
List $375
Now

' 5 piece set
Table & 4 Chairs
List $822 Now

--

$495

$225

Now $90
Spring Chair
List $191

Table
List $150

Now $115

Now $90

Thurman's
FURNITURE

O.•

208 E. Main
Murray, Ky.

Store Hours Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

Phone
753-4834

ing why I love my mom.
First, it's because she is very
caring,and is always there when
I need her. She cares in a way that
is sometimes hard to understand.
For instance if I do something I'm
not suppose to do I am punished
which is a big way for someone
to show they care about you.
They want you to to grow up
right so they punish you to teach
you a lesson. I feel mad after I get
punished, but after a while I
realize how my mom is helping
me and I love her for that.
Second, I love my mom because she always has time to do
something with me.She does not
work outside our home so that
makes a difference, but she still
has to clean our house. She also
has to work on another job at
home which takes a whole lot of
time away from getting to spend
time with her family,but she still
tries.
Third,!love my mom because
she is giving. She will give
money or things most people
need to places where people are
very poor, or have nothing. She
also tries hard to bring sick
people gifts when she visits
them.
I love my mom for everything
she does and I appreciate it all.!
hope that it will stay this way
forever.
Sarah Ferguson
My mom loves me and she
cares for me.She takes me on lots
of trips and she lets me stay up
late and watch movies. My mom
lets me spend the night at my
friends house. When I am sad my
mom will cheer me up,by giving
me ice cream.
Chris Warren
My mom is the best. hove my
mom because she gives me money to go to the store. She also
lets me go fising.
My mom is going to buy me a
five speed bike for my birthday.
Every day she takes me where I
want to.
She teaches me how to cook
and how to drive a car. She pays
for every thing I have. She loves
me and I love her too.
Brandon Lawrence
I understand North is writing
letters to their mans telling why
they love their moms. I'm going
to name4 MAIM why I love my
mom.
One reason I love my mom is
because she listens to my problems when I an in a fight with
my friends. She helps me and
gives my good waysI can work it
out with them.That is one reason
I love my mom.
The second reason I love my
mom is because she gives me
rides to places I need to go.Like
•See Page 15
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Remember Mother's Day May 11

20% Off

Our Entire Collection of Dresses
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II Cunningham...

alot of reasons. I think she is the
best mom in the whole world.
Love, Emily Brandon

FROM PAGE 14
if I need to go to a birthday party
or go to Wal-Mart.
The third reason I love my
mom is because she helps me on
my work if I get stuck on a
problem she will help work it
out. She will also give me clues if
I sort of don' know a problem.
The last reason I love my mom
is because she cooks my supper
and cleanes the house. Without
supper I would not be very
healthy.
Those are the reasons I love
my mom. I hope you have reasons why you love your mom
also.
Heather Hunt
I love my mom because she
feeds me and gives me good
clothes and a place to sleep.
When I help her in the house she
pays me. When she almost broke
her leg, and she needed something I would get it for her. When
I get hurt or skinned my knee she
cleans it up and makes it all
better. She takes me places and
buys me toys. She is very very
nice to me. I love my mom for
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Benefits
Mother's Week
of Specials
Just For You...Moms!
May 13th thru May 17th

•Get a hot paraffin pedicure
and receive a FREE manicure.
•Perm Special $34.95
'Come in for a cut/style and
receive a FREE gift!
GO Certificates Available
Call Amy, Pamela or
Carole for your
appointment

759-1874
604,/2 Broad St. Ext.
64,- Murray
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Surprise
Mom
With A
Gift
Certificate!
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You gladly share your time,
even when you have none to give.
A. Sale 55.99 Reg. 69.99. S.L. Fashions' short-sleeve dress with embroidered collar. Misses' sizes 8-18. 221-4115
B. Sale 47.99 Reg. 59.99. Perwinkle shcfl-sleeve 1-piece jumper. Misses sizes 10-18. 2234198
C. Sale 55.99 Reg. 69.99. Just in Thyme 1-piece vest dress with soulache trim. Misses' sizes 8-16. 223-5577
Sais pax* on dame woo papa elfective trough Sunday. May 11

Glamour Shots®

JCPenney

We Bring Out Your Best In Pictures
CALL FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT!

Glamour Shots®
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Mother's Day
Many people follow the
tradition of wearing a carnation on Mother's Day. A colored carnation means that a
person's mother is living. A
white carnation indicates the
person's mother has died.
Setting aside a day to honor
mothers was observed many
years ago in England. Called
Mothering Sunday, it was held

in mid-Lent. Other countries
also hold such observations.
In the United States, Julia
Ward Howe started Mother's
Day in 1872. She originally
suggested the day be observed
on June 2 as a day of peace
and held Mother's Day meetings in Boston.
It was a Kentucky schoolteacher who started conducting

an historical look
celebrations in 1887. Her
name was Mary Towles Sasseen. In 1904, Frank E. Hering
of Indiana tried to establish a
day as well.
It was three years later when
Anna Jarvis of West Virginia
began the national campaign
for an observance day. Jarvis
selected the second Monday in
May and began wearing a

carnation.
It was May 10, 1908 when
churches in Grafton and Philadelphia honored the memory
of Jarvis' mother, Mrs. Anna
Reeves Jarvis. At the General
Conference of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in Minneapolis in 1912, a delegate made
a resolution recognizing Jarvis
as the founder of Mother's
Day. Included in the resolution

was the date for the event.
On May 9, 1914, President
Woodrow Wilson signed a
joint resolution of Congress
recommending that Congress
and the executive branch of
the federal government observe Mother's Day.
By the next year, Wilson
was authorized to proclaim
Mother's Day an annual national observance.

Great Gift Ideas
For Mom
• Special Card
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take Her Out To Dinner
Flowers
Jewelry
Basket
VCR
TV
Manicure

• Balloons
• Photo Albums
• Perfume
• Clothes
• Handbags
• A Big Hug
• Tell.Her You Love Her
• A Little Peace & Quiet

WALLIS DRUG
DOWNTOWN MURRAY - NORTH SIDE OF SQUARE
PHONE 753-1272
• Prescription Specialty
• Home Health Supplies
• Leading Brand Cosmetics
• Home of Fresh Fruit Drinks
Public Fax (502) 753-3934
Excellent Selection of American Greeting Cards
M insurance Programs Welcome
Leading Brand Colognes Wonderfi;1 for
Mother's Day gifts!
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J.T. LEE
Jeweler
•

Family Jewelry is
So Special
For Mom or Grandma

Order Now!!
Also Graduation Gifts & Bridal Gifts
Open Mon.-Fri. 10-6 p.m.
Dixieland Center • 759-1141
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